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LT KENTUCKY NE v
ONE DOLLAR A YEAR.
HOPKINSVILLE, CHRISTIAN MUNTY KENTUCKY FRIDAY, APRIL 22, 1-''
LAST WE K'S MARKET. BIG MONEY FOR RACERS BIG GUNS PASS HERE.
-
Qua;ity of Offeiings
Very Poor.
Was Mr. W. P. Norton Has Really
Bought Ortiameht.
WAS DULL AS A WHOLE MAY HEMPSTEAD, TOO.
Is Louisville Markel Was Irregular aad *-
Satisfactory.
EFFECT OF THE WAR SCARE DISCUSS O.
!depth:amities tobacco receipts bast
week were 370 hhds ; offerings 211;
sales (pablic and private) 77.
The Quality Poor.
The quality of the offerings was very
poor and only two or three hogehesds
appeared that could be called gxxxl. The
mantes was dull and it was ouly on to-
bacco suitable for Bremen or Italy that
any animation was show u. Eveu these
grades were irregular in price and large
ly rejected.
Very few lugs arpear on the breaks
and they are geners-ly very commou
Old tobacco has about desuppearee emu
111 being h&c' for private trading
New Crop Quouisiea•.
Quotations are for the new crop.
Trash $3tqis so ; ocmmon lug- $3 7.-42 75;
m-chuus Inge $3 75(44 au: good lugs
$4 71)4a5 50; fine trash, nous; low leaf
(short) ht 60096.60; common leaf #07(#1
ti 50 medium leaf OM 11. SO : good leaf
$14me14; due leaf $15(416; selections
DOnd.
Tele Louieviiie Market.
E. A. Oarsey has the fallowing to say
of the Louisville dark toeecco market :
"The market opened irregular and
unsatisfactory. Common lugs were
&gem stronger. Medium and good
lags were neglected. Common and
medium were firm at former prices, but
mo-s of it was taken by one exporter.
We note a good demand for common
red leaf for immediate use, but the price
appears to be under 61-ec. Long tobacco
was again neglected. Buyers appear
perfectly willing to run the risk of pay•
log more later on than to buy now in
the anticipated advance in tax in the
English provinces. Sales this week
1,663 Maids, against 3,394 same week last
year. Receipte this week 791 heels,
against 1,7113 same week last year. The
Short amp is beginning to Moe
The priors in the country are much
lower than four weeks since and dealers
are more encouraged to take hold.
The War Kcsure.
The unsettled condition of our rela-
tions with Spain and the continued cry
of war will have ita effect upon many
dealers who are ready to quit upon any
provocation. Many holder. will turn
loom with • rush. The crop is too short
and prices too low for men of backbone
to get scared now'
Weekiy Crop Bulletin.
The Erse Weekly Crop Bulletin by the
U. 8, dgnal service for the season of
MS. ligned this week, shows a very un-
favoraisoonditiou of affairs in Ken•
dicky. Rains have been excessive and
most incessant since March 11th,
greatly retarding plowing, planting, and
a:1 farming operattous. Frei zing
weather was general on the 5th and Mb,
aed many pletess reported temperature
Lew etieugh tor tee 00 the 7th, while
snow, reissoug from one to four Inches,
cimered sue greater portion of the State
on the morning of the 5th. Peaohed.
pears, and plains have been severely in-
jured, and in many localities totally de-
stroyed; tobacco plemts have also suf-
fered greatly, as have early vegetables
Wheat and early oats, while checked in
their growth, have not been seriously
dam seed , and with memmacle weather.
er1 souil move,. Sol little corn bits
hovel plsoted Soma 11•14a• iwW•Tn,
woe tip so • stead. and Onostilersble re
meeting will be aisommoy. Oat IMF/WM
1 114.0' * 47 where Sas ground la not
Writ wit
. - -
Af ellAcaY,M
W I IeUsuIi.IaIM Sigelillig Is.
.•r a ails WEIEJMIIIIIIMG1 sec
foe li Ely, had an With
W I eI Curie*. t IMAIMMS0
road agents in the viability of Urarey
Wednesday night. He communicated
the f ice by postal to-day to tus
He did not go into particulars, only say-
ing that he came out of it all right It
Is 'apposed that Mr. McCorkle was
known to have considerable mosey with
him on this trip, benne the attempt on
the part of a highwayman to "do him
for his roll."---Olarksville Chronicle.
AN INCREASE OF FOUR PER CENT,
The State Board of Egailizattun 111-
()roues A ant •tf Propert5 •
The County Clerk received an official
notification from Frankfort to-day stat-
ing that the assessmeuk, of land and
personal property in Christian county
has been increased four per cent.
1111 ALLWOMEN
N:sse-Arlania
all Ow pain
and sickness from
which women
suffer Is caused
by weakness or
derangement In
the organs of
menstruation.
Nearly always
when a woman Is not
organs are affected.
they are strong and
well the..
But when
healthy a
woman is very seldom leek.
Int
E
f
LREIE)rdif 
OGI
Is nature's provtion for the rego-
laden of the menstrual (motion.
It cures all "(email troubles." It
Is equally effective for the gir) In
her teens. the young wife with do-
mestic and maternal cares, and
the woman approaching the period
known as the "Change of Life."
They all need N. They are
benefitted by IL
Per Navies in owes) requiring medal
invetens. address. giving symptoma,
the AdvIscry Departmesi.
Th. Zhottorloolle NectirAne Co.. CMOs,
soup. Teas.
As.",
MOS. I. COOPER, Tema. Miss., seat
Ii sister suffered hews were Irregular
sad swats' steestrustioa Vid dotion
settle lei eile•rs Wine of Centel(waren cutlet ,•. 5,4 use arlet
mare woe, t.C.assos
r•-•
TS' New Era's Story Turns Out to Be Correct
In Every Way.
HE PAID THE SUN OF $30 000 FOR BOTH.
It develops that Will Norten has net
only purchased Ornament, bu has se-
cured a noted, unbeaten filly.,
An Ail-Around &soot.
The New ERA'S story of CIA deal for
the former animal, published act week,
was correct in every detail, big; it was
:lay or two premature, hence Mr. Nor-
ton's dereal.
Mr. Norton returned to !city Sun
day, and- from him a •eriiication of
the following telegram pualished in
yesterday morning's Courier-Journal
warn stemmed :
"W. P. Norton, of Wenoluah Stud
farm at Hopkinsville, Ky., niturned to
Memptes thilt morning and dhring the
afternoon he purchased Ornament and
May liempetead from Charley Patter'
sod.
"The price paid was a good round fig-
ure, somewhere in the re ightiorhood of
$35,000 for the two.
Placed Hare.
"Mr. Norton said Ornament will be
sent East to fulfill his engagediente. be-
ginning with the Brooklyn Handicap at
Gravesend. Mr. Norton has Hypocrite
by Longfellow-Mesta, the dadi of Sunny
Slope; Alarming, byAlarm-4idelwiess,
dam of Sister Clara and Bodnie Bird.
and Hattie B., the dam of Diecount, El-
la Reed and El Toro. Ornambat will be
mated to these famous instroilis of the
turf next season."
A dispatch from Memphh in this
morning's Courier-Journal sa&s: Char-
ley Patterson was seen this morning at
Montgomery Park ty the Cotner-Jour-
nal correspondent and he confirmed the
statement made by W. P. Norton, of
the sale of Ornament and May Hemp-
stead to Mr. Norton. The trensfer will
be made tomorrow. Mr. Norton went
to Hopkinsville last night boat returne
in the morning. Charley Patterson says
the price paid for the two horses is $30,-
000. He makes no attempt to conceal
the deal since Norton made it public
through the correspondent of' the Con-
tier-Journal last night. It is probable
that Charley Patterson will centinue to
train Ornament and May aempetead,
but this will not be definitely settled
anti) tomorrow.
Generally DisousseiL
The sale of Ornament had been the
talk in race circles all of today. The
concensus of opinions expreeted is that
while Mr. Patterson got a goad price for
his two horses, Mr. Norton his made a
good purchase, as he is now .the owner
of the beet race horse in America, and
his breeding should make hign invalua-
ble in the stud to which he will be retir-
ed after the Brooklyn Handicap and
Suburban. Mr. Norton told Charley
Patterson that he would not again start
Ornament at Memphis, but would ship
him East and have him "prepared" for
the Brooklyn Handicap.
The Fast Filly. •
The latest from Nashville Is that May
Hempstead has rounded to end appar-
ently has not sustained ally injuries'
from the accident that befell her just
heter the opening of the meeting there
She will be shipped East along with
°Main. cit.
TILL RIME* HALE PAY.
amerisaa Imerses geneses Seeds •
aletillesties ii Ise /strum..
The American Morena atisspany his
notified 'soh of It. NHS ally
es are members of the Not al Ogasil
aid Newel Hasoress that if colloid igen
is moo of war with Spain, they will tie
allowed half,psy during Onyine, and
will he given their old plaids with the
company on their return, -)
Salt Your lell111111.
Out your moment according to your
cloth-and take chances on a misfit. A
big thing needs big advertiang. A lit-
tle thing needs little advertising until it
can be made big. Any badness, the
recces' of whichlmust be derived from
direct contact with the people, that is
too little to advertise is toe little for a
business man to give his time and at-
tention to. And the man: engaged in
such a business had better quit it and
advertise for another job.
A SURE CURE FOR THE BLUES.
Heyw Bl.Ohloride oF Fan Will
Dupe it all °Wolin.
Alba Heywood's Bt-Chloride of Fun
will cure everything (exeept intoxica-
tion). Throats examined while you
laugh. Yell extracted while you wait.
lie treats the entire system through the
eye and ear. No pain (except in the
aide.) No "Comp" consultation. His
jokes are "extra dry" but Mr. Heywood
ewill act as a guide to ow you the
"points" of interest.HIs is supported
by an excellent company.' It is hoped
you will arrange matters Ito see this at-
traction and be pleased foe ever after.
At Holland's Opera Hottse April 22.
...-ests--;- --
HE WON A T ROIIIIIANp DOLLARS
Hopkinsville Negro's Lusk Cioses Up a
Turf Exchanges,
A Hopkinsville negro clneed a turf es•
change in Evansville lad week. The
place had been playing iig bad luck for
some timo, and the last stiraw warn a big
winning made by a Meal doloroci sport.
The Evansville Courihr says: The
turf exchange iii Secend dreet, conduct-
ed by Stubblefield & Clo., locked its
doom Friday It is not nown if they
will open again or not.
It is said that the con pany have lost
heavily since the opening of the ex-
change here and the priebabilities are
they will not open minim.
I Mr. Stubblefield, who is one of thewealthiest bookmakers In the United
States, opened an office hiere about Feb
1 From the beginning' the company
played a losing game and the $9,005 de-
posited for backing rapidly dwindled
away until now it is mid but a few
hundred remain. A nenro from Hop-
kinsville, Ky., is said tO have played
Ornament and several other horses
Friday and made • winming of almost
$1,000,
SNAP SHOT STORIES. WITH DEEP EGRETS A SUICIDAL AI TAFT
a l
Cars Full of Cannon Hurried Scenes Caught By the New
South. Era's Camera.
LAST OF THE SOLDIERS.
It May Be That No More Troops Will Come by
Hopkinsyille.
GOVERNMENT BOYCOTTING THE L. & N.
Two car loads of cannon from the
Rock Island arsenal, bound for George-
town, S. C , passed through Hopkins-
ville on the L. & N. Sunday morn-
ing.
This is the second shipment of this
character the L. & N. has had, two car
loads last week going to Tampa, Fla.
More Troops May Corns.
The L. & N is bidding on transfering
the troops from Jefferson barrack, St
Louis, Mo., to the gulf
If the contract is secured the troops
will pees through this city this week.
In a Combinatioe.
It is said that it is doubtful if any
more troope on their way South will
page through Hopkiusville.
The L. & N. entered into a combina-
tion with the Southern and other lines
at Louisville, Ky , a few days ago agree-
ing to charge the Government for trans-
porting troops the regular party rates
for ten or more, 2 cents a mile. The
Government claims to be able to do
much better than this over other roads
and as far as possible the combination
roads are being left in the cold.
As the L. & N. is the Southern con-
nection of the E. & T. H. there is little
chance of troops coming through Chica-
go being brought this way as the Twen-
ty-fifth infantry was
War Is Hell,
A Times man was in Pembroke yester
day and saw war movements enough to
semewhat 000l his feverish desire to
wallow in Spanish gore and get Cuba
free. Friday a train load of heavy ar-
tillery and cavalry horses, followed by
another train, fourteen coaches long,
passed throngh that little city, leden
from the engine back withe negro sol-
diers anti equipments. They were from
some frontier poet in the West and were
bound for Chickamauga, whence it is
expected they will go to Cuba. Now we
had heard of the rumors of war so long
that we had become somewhat used to
the fierce battles fought with pen
acid pad by the daily newspapers, but
we hadn't thought of needing all them
-tuners" just to lick a few Spaniards,
and the sight of this hustling of men
and big guns on the part of Uncle Sam
put a new light on the subject. "War is
hell.-Todd County Times.
More Cannon Monday.
Two flat cars loaded with cannon
passed through the city Monday
on their way to Florida.
BOTH SENT TO HoPwier8VILLIt.
Two Personal Adjudged Lunatics In
Henderson County court.
Judge Ward held a court of inquiry
in two lunacy cases yesterday.
Mary Simms, a colored girl, aged 2(
years, was adjudged imams, which in-
sanity ws# shown by the evidence to be
hereditery. She was iditen to the West.
eon Asylum near Hopkingville on the L
& N train by Sheriff Wynn U. Dixon
William Ebleue *gad 77 years, of Rob-
orris, was also adjudged of unwound
mind. Physicians Cottinithan. and 1,1-
glon, of Roberti., gay, their testimony,
which denionotrsted that Mr. Min's
inisisity Villa ilea to tile ego and bail
health,-Henderson Meaner
e. EN
WWI Traveling
Whether on plowing, limit of loudness,
Saks WI every trill a bottle 1,1 Ilyistp of
Pigs, as It solo moot plesisolly slid of
feotnally on the kiiineye, liver and bow.
tile, preventing fevers, hostlsohoe sod
other forms of libitum. For sale In to
cent bottles by all leading druggists
Manufactured by the California Fig
Syrup Co. only
Sale of Valuable Real Estate.
I will on Saturday, April 80th, link,
at 10 o'clock a. m at the livery stable
of the late L L Buckner, on Virginia
street, in Hopkinsville, Ky., offer for
sale at PUBLIC AUCTION, the Metal
Roof Brick Livery Stable. fronting 60
feet on Virginia street and running
back 182 feet to an alley belonging to
said Buckner's estate. This is an excel-
lent place for a livery stable, with a
good business already built up. Posses-
sion can be givcn in 30 days from date
of sale.
Also at the same time and place, the
old stable and lot formerly occupied by
L L Bnekner. fronting 40 feet on 10th
str t aid rnvtrin.g 133 feet.
Also one lot 100x426 feet, with new
cottage of 4 rooms and 2 porches and
necessary outbuildings, just outside the
city limits on Virginia street.
Also 6 vacant lots 100x2t3 feet each,
in Hopper's Addition on Virginia street.
I will also offer at game time 20 acres
of land with 2 houses on same, one mile
from Hopkinsville, on Palmyra road,
known as the Buckner Homestead.
TERMS :-One third tomb, balance in
one and two years with 6 per cent inter-
est on deferred payments.
This is all desirable property.
W. P. WINFREE,
Admin'strator of L. L. Buckner end
Agent for Heirs.
April 11, 1898. wit
WILL PUT OUT A CANDIDATE.
Second District Populists Will Run •
Man for Congress.
A convention of the Feople'm party of
the Second Congressional district of
Kentucky will be held at Madisonville
Tuesday, May 3, 189e, at 10 a. m , to
nominate a candidate for Congress.
County convention' will be held Satur-
day, April 30, at I p. m.
Each county will be entitled to game
vote as State conventions, as follows:
Hancm-k, 2; Daylong, 6; McLean, 8;
Henderson, 3; Union, 2; Webster, 15;
Christian, 2.
MAGICALLY
EFFECTIVE
TREATMENT
FOR Wil;X MEN
OF LL AGES
NO51OE'I'4ADVAVidl. Wow.
derrui appliance and scientific rens.
'dice sent on trial to any reliable
man. A world-wIde reputation back or
this otter. Every obstacle to happy married
life removed. Full strength, development
and tone given toevery portion of the body'.
'allure imposeme; age DO barrier.
No C. O. It. scheme.
I ERIE MEDICAL CO.„ BUFFALO, N. Y.64 
NIAGARA ST.
-
HERE AND NEAR HERE.
Doings of the Day Told In tie Shortest Pos
sible Way.
ITEMS OFCONSIDERABLE LOCAL INTEREST
Ni State Convcntion.
The Kentui ky Christian Endeavor ex-
ecutive committee has decided not to
hold a State convention this year.
Meeting Closed.
The protracted meeting which was in
puogress at the Ninth Street Presby-
terian church closed Saturday, and Rev.
W. E. Cave has returned to his home in
Paducah.
 
•
Will Royally Entertain.
We understand that the business men
f Louisville have made arrangements
ce royally I entertain theebusivess and
professional men of Kentucky who will
attend the State commercial Convention
to be held in that coy on May 10th and
12th.
It I. Denied.
It is denied :at the Governor's sffice
that any communication regarding ;the
State militia has been received from the
United States War Department or that
the calling in of troops from toll-gates
bas any other significance than the cut
ilement of turnpike matters by the Inv
clime of the roads.
To Avoid Technicalities.
Members of the national guard of the
several States will be enrolled under the
call for volunteers to avoid legal tech-
nicalities.
Movement On Foot.
A movement Is now on foot at Elkton
to give sOtlle time next fall in that coun-
ty what would be known as the far-
mers' exhibit. This will include an ex-
hibition of all the agricultural product*
in Todd county.
:in toe-
nails
alasaccre
tid
••-•
C....1.111..faa•Jr
Removal.
On account of the large increase of
*business we have moved to more exam-
modions quarters over Wallis' Grocery,
South Main street, where we hope to see
our many friends and patrons.
J. H. HIGGINS & SON
&twit Real Estate & Fire Ins,
WANTED SALESMEN -Both local and
travelling to sell our lubricating oils
and greases, either as a special or side
line. Salary or oommasion. Special
incuc enente to bustlers.
THE EMPIRE OIL CO ,
es 56 Cleveland, 0.
CUBA LIBTLE.
Why should we wait longer,
Brave Culta to free
Front the curse of the Spaniard
This Isle of the, seat
Front three hundred voices
Now hushed in the sea,
From lips that are silent
Come back the ch.ervv;
The blood of thy heroes
Was not stied in Vain
When the treacherous Spaniard
Wrecked the Battleship Maine
YlUtleell11 tfi lilY arms;
privet ispainissrils /twat
And nations Will slime,
Vier Cum. woo
'rho Mimes el thy isemants,
The titllsi Pettiness,
Mittell 111100 HOW,
With tootles and rime.
All Milli Pelee' veto,
''Ilsiuil ill ihramiiiiis,"
Thy frombout we'll NM friim
The theme) ill taillike
Ny,,Apre it, de
WILL PEOMAILY 1111 LasuilD
Not Likely That the Ci•ruisan Springs
Property Will Bs Sold This Y. at.
The sale of the Cerulean Springs
hotel and farm property has been it.-
definitely postponed.
Unless sold within the next few
weeks, which is not likely, the property
will be leased for the ensuing season.
Wires May Cneapen.
Three hundred boards of trade and
other commercial organizations in every
large city in the United Statewhave been
asked to take action on an important
question, which is paramount to a de-
mand fur a reduction in telegraph rates
charged by the Western Union and Pm-
tal telegraph compauiee. The movement
was started by the Quincy ) freight
bureau.
Instead of asking that the tolls be les-
sened, tbe proposition that will be sub-
mitted to the _nanagement of the two
companies will be to increase the num-
ber of words that can be transmitted
without extra charge from ten to twen
ty. The average cost of sending a com-
mercial message anywhere in the United
States is 30 cents. Only ten words cat)
be sent for that sum, additional words
being charged for at so much per word,
according to the destination of the tel
Nee
1sAli GANG OF NEGRO THIEVES.
Been Operating in Hopking•ille,Olarks-
•Ille, Guthrie and Madisoirille.
A big gang of negro thieves has been
operating jointly in Hopkinsville,
Clarksville, Erin, Guthrie ana Madison
yule It was well organized, the au-
thorities at Clarksville affirming that it
was composed of at least fifteen mem-
bers. Five of them have been caught
and lodged in jail at Clarksville. Chief
of Police Robinem has laid hands on the
ringleader, "a negro known as "Ala-
bama Jack." He came from Louisiana
and has been in Clarksville for several
months Through the captures made
by tee police officers quantities of stolen
goods have been recovered.
Young Man Mei,.
Ernest Sizemore, son of Mr. W. H.
Sizemore, .4 prominent citizen of Crof-
ton, died suddenly of heart failure yet'.
Thursday. The deceased was a popular
and promising young man, an(' was
only twenty years of ere. He had been
foiling he..in for i VU5 tiellth
Dr. K tte Houser's Resigna- George Burnett Ties To
lion Is Accepted.
MR. NORTON'S DENIAL.
Holton Will Bs Easier Commissioner Elder
Mitchell Locates
PUNGENT PARAGRAPHS ABOUT PEOPLE
OR, HAUSER-A telegram from Frank-
fort steles that the resignation of Dr.
Katherine Hamer, m the Second Assist-
ant Physician at the Western Kentucky
Asylum for the Insane has been formal-
ly accepted by Governor Bradley.
The (Mvernor said that he never ac-
cepted a resignation with more regret ali
Dr. Hauser had proven herself to be one
of the most come tent physicians in the
State.
Another telegram says that Mrs. Dr.
Flora Williams Martin, of Frankfort, is
talked of as a possible suecess of Dr.
Hauser.
t
NOVI/N.-When Mr. W. P. Norton
parted company with Mr H. W. Tibbe
at Guthrie Wednesday night, he said:
"Well, you can tell the boys that I've
bought Ornament."
The local newspapers and nearly all
papers through this section announced
Thursday that the purchase had been
made.
The Courier-Journal Friday morning
contained the following telegram:
"Turf Editor Courier-Journal, Louis
ville, Ky.-Please deny in your morn-
ing issue that I have purchased Orna-
ment, or made an offer for him.
"W. P. NORTON."
t +1'
HOLTON --Mr. M. Diltz Holton, for-
merly of this city, will be appointed
Master Commissioner of Caldwell coun-
ty by Judge Cook. Mr. Holton is a
brother of Mr. Holton, of this city, and
Is a brother-in-law of Judge Cook. He
is &clever gentleman of excellent busi-
ness qualifications.
+ + +
MITCHELL-Elder J. W. Mitchell has
decided to permanently locate in Hop-
kinsville, This announcement will be
received with great pleasure by his host
of friends in this community. He has
been engaged to preach twice a month
at Liberty Church, near this city. His
initial sermon will be delivered next
Sunday.
4 4
M'CLURE.-Mr. James McClure has
purchased the W. B. Tucker farm about
one mile from the city on the Cox Mill
road. The consideration was $7 500.
There are rumors that he does not in-
tend keeping "bade"
BOYS & GIRLS ;71Ittiedng teinTrdo !ipUrIv t-
-.cat us at home. Easy employment, w1
moderate income assure". Send 5 cents for
full pert tenter, to THE if ENT-LEE REM-
EDY CV., Bowling Cretin Building, II
Broadway, New York City r:25.1rt
AD.
Fix Rate..
At the meeting of passenger represet •
Mares of the Louisville and Naishville,
Queen & Crescent, Illinois Central &
ioutheru Railways, held Tuesday to fix
rates for handling United States troops,
it was decided to allow the regular
Party rate, which affects ten persons or
friore traveling on one ticket. The
molar allowance of baggage is also
made This agreement Will stop the
cutting of raise that has been begun hi,'
the roads which have leisis gull lug the
Mistime that has mom! It Is Ilk sly
that North, ro roods will take similar
10111111,:
Kill Hirnsolf.
SWALLOWED POISON.{
I
Had Been levee In Hopkinsvele And Is A
Son Of Jude, R. A. Bu nit
CULMINATION OF A PROLONGED SPREE.
George Burnett, recently of this city,
attempted self-destruction Friday at
a hotel in Eedyville.
Member of Prominent Family
Burnett is about thirty-five years old,
and is a member of one of the most
prominent tensile-a in South( re Ken-
turky. His father is the Hon. Robert A'
Burnett, of Cadiz, Trigg county. The
young man started life with high pros-
pects but anfted into dissipation.
For Reveled years he lived in the
%Vest. About three months ago he came
to this city and secured e position as
salesman in the Racket store. On ac-
count of les habits he did not retain the
place long.
Sunday night he went to Eddyville
and had been there since that time
drinking to excess.
Frilay, in his room at City Hotel,
in a spell of despondency incident to his
prolonged spree, he tried to end his life
by swallowing an ounce of laudanum.
Shortly after he bad emptied the bottle
of its contents his condition was dis-
covered by an emeloye of the hoteL
His Life Saved.
A physician, Dr. Acne,', was hastily
eimmoued and arrived in time to a eve
he young man's life by speecily ad•
ministering antidotes.
Large Fruit Crop.
Later indications are that there will be
a much larger fruit crop in Kentucky
thou was first supposed after the recent
cold snap.
Say, fir. Farmer!
How about that Fire and Tornado In-
-nrance policy of yours, won't it soon be
out, and did you know that it may
stand between you and a large sum of
money? There are porn., good and ex
tra good companies. We represent the
EXTRA GOOD mole When your pr-s
ent policy expires try us. We have
money to loan on farm property. If
you don't know us ask your neighbor
about us. If you can't come to see us
write us and we will come to see you.
J. M. Humies & Soe,
Main street. Hopkinsville, Ky.
At Load• City.
W. E. Embry, late of Christian coun-
ty, now living near Dade City, Florida.
writes to the Weettrn Tobacco Journal
of Cincinnati as follows: The covering
of the tobacco fields with cotton cloth
supported on wired strung overhead,
and with sides of cotton cloth to protect
against insects, winds, etc., gains favor
with those who can afford it. Ten
acres or more will be thus protected
here."
LOOK: A SITTCH IN MIR
Saves nine Hugh's Tonic new improv-
ed, taste pleasant, taken in early Spring
and Fall prevents Chills, Dengue and
Malarial Fevers. Acts on the liver,
ones up the system. Better than Quin-
n& Guaranteed, try it. At druggists.
etc and $1 00 bottles.
411.
Decision Aifirmed.
Frankfort, Ky , April In.-In the
Court of Appeals this morning the
decision of the lower court Was
affirmed in the case of the nose of the
administrator of ()lenge Meacham,
Meal , ve I, at N radioed, •
lie levees in Was run Over and killed by
an L N train et Kelly
In Orme! Court the nom wag thrown
out of cowl
Don't Drink
Potash and Mercury.
It is a wise precaution which a great many people every-
where take in the spring to purify their blood, and tone up the
general system. It is an absolute necessity to assist Nature in
cleaning up the system and getting rid of the many impurities
which have accumulated. This is the most enervating seasoh
of the entire year; demands are made upon the system which
it can not supply unaided, and the result is a loss of energy
and a general depressed feeling, and in many cases a break-
down comes with spring weather. To prepare for this try-
ing season, it is eminently proper that a good blood
remedy he taken to force out all impurities and tone up and
strengthen the system. But great care should be exercised
in selecting the remedy wilich is to perform this important
work; no one would knowingly and willingly run the risk
of taking a medicine composed of the most injurious and dan-
gerous ingredients. This is a matter worth looking into, for
no one wishes to take chances on a harmful remedy. It is a
fact worth considering that
S.S.S.t.rtie Blood
is the only purely vegetable blood remedy made, noel is the (only
one guaranteed to contain tea a pantries of isitash, mercury,
sulphur, arsenic, sir any tit her mineral substanee S S. S. is
far ahead of other similar remmino, because) of the nein Its it
produces, and it is in every way superior to them Ill dm fact
that every ingredient of which It Is made is a vegetable one,
gathered from Nature's forests; while all other Mi,, ,i! remedies,
no matter what. else they contain, are C4 imposed sit seine thin-
Kelvins mineral as their 'sumac Everybody k ii4iws t lie harmful
'streets of mercury, pettish, etilplitir, eremite, etc., and ill) 01)e.
wishes to pour these initteralm nee their stomach. There is ab-
solute safety in S S S (Swift's Speeifie), and, while it is 'per-
fectly harmless, it ie the best blood remedy mude, preing out
every impurity and building up and strengthening t system,
rather than filling it with nonerni mixtures which spread their
itipirioue effects throughout the entire ely, besides ditetritying
the d igeostive (Drone Get the leest bleed remedy, t tele dint
is ini re I y vegotable, backed by a forteir of one thousand dol-
lars if it contains the slightest t rttee of is, Mineral ingredient.
Be fair to yeurself and get the beet, libeel remedy tied purifier
unide—S. S. S. Remember that. Swift's Specific is the only one
Guaranteed
Purely Vegetable.
11 1M liti111111
Prisoner Waiting to be
Hacked by Time's
Scythe.
Thousands Whose Situations
Are Scarcely Less Terrible
May Easily and Readily Find
Help.
A man lies fiat on his back, bound so that
he cannot move an inch. He is in • dun-
geon. at first dark as a well, but in a few min-
utes a light in the ceiling, far up, shows a
mechanical figure of Time with his scythe
The figure descends slowly, the scythe
swings, and the prisoner realizes that unless
eime unexpected help sh. come, he will
be slowly cut to pieces. What followed is
tett by Edgar Allen Poe in the fantastic
story called "The Pit and the Pendulum."
The man awaiting the approach of a
dreadful death is a type of a large class of un-
fortunates who, entangled in the strangling
coils of an octopus, have lost all hope of free-
dom, This monster is Morphine. Perhaps
the victim is yet reveling in that glorious
state of exhilaration which follows the first
use of the drug. If so, like the man In Poe's
story, he has not noticed the light in the ceil-
ing and is unaware of his danger. Maybe
the disease has progressed so far that the
sufferer notices a weakness of the heart's ac-
tion. that the general health is feeble, the
body poorly nourished, the sight double.
This is soon followed by a peculiar twitch-
ing ef the muscles, a numbness of the hands
and feet, and the utter collapse of the
nervous rystem. The victim now becomes
ER
,‘;',ee., •
_ 
eeee
settles and uneasy. A feeling of despond-
ency seizes Iiim. This mental depression
increases as ire course of treatment after
another fails latterly. The future is dark
and filled wifh gloom. Days of wretched-
ness follow nights of horror in endless pro-
ceseien. Ilieutter helplessness to rid him-
!self of the in bus adds to his misery. The
terrible effec of the deadly drug becorn
more and ore apparent. Deeper an
decree he strike into the mire of despair,
until all hipe of ever being anything
but a slave içs bondage is abandoned. Re-
morse and prehension take possession of
his mind, and the temptation to end his ads.
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erabie existence becomes almost overpower),
hag.
But there are few situations completely
hopeless. Poe's primner was rescued alien
the swinging scythe was close to his breast,
and the victims 'it the Morphine habit and
their shattered nerves are restored to the en.
jvyment of life by a system of treatment
which has been perfected by R. A. Gunn, M.
D., 41,East 21st etreet, New York City, and
which has yet to record its first failure. It
Is not a "tapering off" or substitution pro-
cess. If is as harmless as it is painless. It
does away with all desire for the drug, and
quickly restores the shattered nervous eye-
tern to its normal condition. It treats the
condition as a disease and iota. a habit. It
is scientific and successful. For full partial-
lam address as abova
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PAhat Do You Think?0
soDOmeYbOodUyTel-lIsleNI$C9.i0t0 afergoaodsAstolliaetitioat paye fit 5.7
s • (lcr will sell you for •
DO YOU REGARD it as good policy to pay
some one else $5.50 for a LAP- OBE that we
will sell you for
•
425r14
DO YOU THINK it thrift to bu'lIAR-
NESS elsewhere, when on eve
•• •
SaveYouMoney?
chase you make we can
It will not only pay you I II, but it will please us to have you call )
and see our stock.
F. A. Yost &Co.
EXCLUSIVE HARNESS AND
SADDLERY HOUSE.
tir&,q4tez- • qt4„,w&_,
•
: Hopkinsville, Ky.
z ezzz
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Your Opportunity.
Own-
eallewe
We have decided to wind up our CLOTHING business in Plop-
kInsville, and wish to call your attention to the fact that •ke are
now selling this immense stock of Clothing at 'New York manufact-
urers' cost. This Is undoObtedly a great opportunity for you to
NMI money, if you are, or Opect to th:, in rived of anything in our
line. This is no humbug or hubbub sale, but actual sale to clear up
our stock. We have an 11111110114c stock of goods on hand, amount-
ing to $25,000, and you can get suited in most anything you wish.
Will he glad that you call and examine our stock and get some of
the prices. Thanking you all for all past favors, we are.
Truly Yours, Etc.,
MMOTH
1 c t 12.13a . 9E11:Lc:se,
Royal InsuraInceqiCo.
OF LIVERPOOL.
The Largest Fire Insurance Company
 in the World.
Does the largest business in the S
tate of Kentucky.
Does the largest business in the Southern States.
BARBEE & CASTLEMAN,
Managers Southern Deportment. Ge er
al Offices, Loulseilk, 1St/
RESIDENT AGENTS:
W. F. Garnett&Co., Hopkinsville,Ky.
WE HAVE NO AGENTS
5.7 7. Serra Hamra Prie• {MO
•• 1.4 a melts fa IlfS
tgat have sold direst to tits sea-
sumer for yare at whole-
eels s-',,..11. saving Inn ttis
assisr's mon iltir 157.
eliers for eammeatios.
 
hiss vrerfasSefl.
II' etylee f Vshielee,
&trios 14 llama
T norsiss poison.
Purr., s. Vo 112:1
l'hatons. raps. Vt Mot,
I tta. Spong Hood mud Milk
ii arg, to large. it,.
(.•t•logos of i,lt ees styles .Seds.
Illeflerrsy pee, wIth valetas. leapt see-
as wears PM at VOW. 11141 a. is
ELKHART CARILLAYIX /041J uaiaassi Mina. so. %Y. S. I' TT, Swig 
A.LlillANZ LIM
L. & N. Time Table,
SOUTH BOUND.
No. 65 Accom'dation departs 6 :15 a. in.
" h3 Fast line  " 6:38 a. m.
" 61 Mail  " 5:13 p. to.
" 91 New Orleans lim. " 11:16 p. m
ORT
62 Chicago & St. Louis Um, 9:36 a. en.
02 Mail  10 :15 a. m
e4 Fast line   9-48 p. m.
56 Accommodation, arrii es :Sa p. m
Morphine
OPIUM, pHLORkl. AND COCAINE HABITS
A ra4cal, positive and permanent cure
nil 
teed in 5 days. Absoluteey harnilas.
c‘i'fA'taptcring off" process -1'4o substitu-
tion method. I:7 7:‘,Tealana44-1111 ia
e R. A. (II N., M.D.,
41 East 21st Street, Qty.
•••er-mc
)
CALIFORNIA
NEW:ORLEANS •
in connection with the Southern Pacific
THROUGH WEEKLY TOURIST
SLEEPING CAR leaving Cincinnati
and Louisville on I. Cell. R. fast -New
Orleans Limited" train EVERY
THURSDAY for Los Angel,* and San
Francisco without change. The Lim-
ited also emu:mete at New Orleans daily
with express train for the Pacific Cowin
and on Tuesdays and Saturdays with
the
Sunset Limited Annex
of the Southern Pacific, giving special
through service to San Francisco. Al
round trip tourist tickets to California
reading via Illinois Central R. R. per-
mit of stop over at New Orleans. - Tick-
ets and full information concerning the
hove can be had of agents of the Cen•
.ral anti connecting lines.
W. A. KELM/CD, A. G. P. A.. Louisville
A. H. Hasson, G. P. A., Chicago.
FERD SCHMITT Agent
HopkLasvill.e, Ky.
• - eeeee te.'itfer eete-
-
•
• ;*
- 
• - 21. , •IL ••••.: •
ir••^ *.• .• weN4t h'74, •
„TI114. NEW. ERA.
- et isteieHieD BY- i
Neil Era Printing & Publishig Co
SUMTER WOOD, President
OiFICI:-Ifew Mrs Budding, Seventh
Ono, saw Math. Hopkinsville, Ky.
II 1.00 A YEAR.
fleseriveet at the eastoMe• in HopkInsville
seseoulenass Mail matter
•
Friday, April 22, MK
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ADVIIIITISING RAT'S: -
on. luau, ant insertion ........ ... .. .I 110E: leek, one month. 
wets. thre me onths 
•thah, six months.   tt.. 900
Sue
Sao
One met, one year  11 dm
Additional rates may be had by applies-
Mon at the Wilco.
Tratisieut advertising must be paid for in
advanoe
Charges for yearly advertisements will be
Oollected quarterly,
All advertisements inlerted without spec-
taed tua• will be ettareed fur until ordered
out.
A1140411100111ent of blYri lager aud.lienths,
tut esesealing five lino., and notices ul
pre/014181g published grails,
Obildiory Settees, Resolution. of Respect,
sad oilier 114144tiar liot iv es, lie tee tato per
--11LIIMINO RATIN: -
Tao Wont, New INA and the fdlloaing
rk oafs y Part
17 Vincinotanati Enquirer.  II se
*Oily Me Louis Republic .
i• W welly 'Mobil. Dmeocrat 
T
rti
omo mid Farm 
Louisville Dispateh
Ladles' Nome Journal
Twice-a- N, eek Teethe...teemed . t no
Tri• Weekly New York World I 60
Special clubbing rates wit h any magazine
or newspaper published in the United States
COURT DIRECTORY.
Cacti? COURT-First Monday in June
and fourth Monday in February and Sep-
Sember.
44UAETZELY 00CTET-Second Mondays
in Jan-sexy, April, July and October.
IrlaCAL COURT-First Tuesday in April
and October.
00irrir Omar-First Monday in every
atonth.
SOUND TALK BY BRYAN.
The following from the Hon. William
.1. Bryan is worth reading and remem-
bering:
"Possibly our people are not intelli-
gent enough to know what is good for
them. Possibly twenty-three years of
experience are not sufficient to enable
us to determine whether the gold stand-
ard wee good or bad.
Possibly we don't know what is beet
for us If you insist that our people
cannot be trusted in patriotism or intel-
ligence, I will get some evidence from
*cross the ocean, because, certainly, we
ought to satisfy any advocate of the
gold standard if I can bring evidence
from Europe.
"Take France. France has tiled the
gold standard for more than twenty
years, and yet when our commission
went to Europe it visited France, and
Prance at once joined and sent out a
representative to ask with ours that
England would make wine concessions
to bimetallism.
"Will you ask and explain to your-
selves why France should join us in a
request for bimetallism if France had
found the gold standard a blessing?
Isn't the action of France conclusive
proof that twenty years' experience has
not oouvinced France that the gold stan-
dard is a good thing for a nation?
"But some people say that the Ger-
mans are in favor of the gold standard.
I have very often heard people talk
about the Germans bang so solidly in
favor of sound money. The Germans
are in favor of sound money, and those
who are studying the question know
that we are presenting in bimetallism a
sounder money than can be presented
by those who believe in the gold stand-
ard. Let me call attention to what has
bean done in Germany.
-"In the spring of eS95 the popular
branch of the German assembly passed
a resolution declaring in favor of inter-
national bimetallism. Why did these
people, repniseuting the masses of the
German people, declare in favor of in-
ternational bimetallism if the gold stan-
dard has been. a blessing? They had
had the gold standard for more than
twenty years; and yet, in spite of the
fact that they had tried the gold stand-
ard, the popular branch of the assembly
expressed itself in favor of bimetallism
"But the; Berlin Chamber of Corn-
merce met immediately and pasted a
resolution declaring that the gold stand-
ard was all right. What does it mean?
It means that Germany is Plat as it is
here that the manes of the people are
crying out against the gold standard.
but the tInancers liked the gold stand-
ard."
Student of the wheat market are in-
fluenced by some rather startling static-
tics from the Northwestern grain
markets. Two years ago that district
had on hand 27,000,eito of contract
wheat. A year ago there was 13,000,-
000. To-day there is less than 14000'000,
of which but 1,000,000 is Contract
ONE ICATJOYEll
Both the method and results when
Syrup of Figs is taken; i., is pleasant
and refreshing to the taste, and acts
gently yet promptly on the Kidneys,
Liver and Bowels, cleanses the sys-
tem effectually, dispels colds, head-
aches and fevers and cures habitual
Constipation. Syrup of Fige is the
only remedy of its kind ever pro-
duced, pleasing to the taste and ac-
ceptable to the stomach, protn,pt in
its action and truly beneficial in its
effects, pvepared only from the most
bealthyaud agreeable subetancee, its
many_ excellent qualities commend it
to all and have made it the most
popular known.
of Figs is for sale in 50
mot bottles by all leading drug.
glass. Any reliable druggist who
may not have it on hand will pro-
cure it promptly for any one who
tribes to try it. Do not accept any
substitute.
CALIFORNIA FIG srRuP co.
UN FRANCISCO CAL
LOWSVILLE. Kr. MEW YORK, ILL
THE TH
BIG
STORE.
Hardware, Cutlery, Etc.
PO(..3KICT KNIVES. -
Fancy embossed nickle handle 1 blade
only, 3c.
Same as above with two blades. 5c.
The famous S. E. Gate 2 blades Barlow,
strong iron lined polished holsters,
large and small spear blade, 10e.
Large rise iron lined, stag handle, steel
bolsters, 2 blades, 15c.
B sorting knife, 2 blades, stag handle, 22e
blades, caped and bolstered -ebody
handle only 25c.
Three blade, good quality pearl Sandie
ladies knife, German silver boater and
shield brass lined, crocus polish, steel
blade for 35e, worth 75c
Scissors and Shears.
Japanned handle, cast iron, 2c and 3c.
!all "tickle plated li inches for 7c.
inch for 10c
nickel plate brass bolt
se.
arY. 6 or O. S.+
It is stated that there is sot READS LIKE A FICTION. PIECES FOR PLANTERS.
ugh wheat in sight to supply the
ui4ls and meet the demand for seed
he situation is further comphealed
by he fact that the most of this wit at
is 4wned by Leiter with Armour Doi- I
g for what little comes into ihie
market. The prospects are for fait,
yrtees before the new crop te hurverted
4tie shipment of wheat, flour
IOW week from the United States I id
Cards aggrreated 4.044,00i) bust le
ag Inet :1,;7S,0o0 btoiliele:the proceed lig
week, 1,341,000 bushels filo Sallie w ek
a ear ago, 2,017,000 bushels in Nei, II,•
I ,01X/ bushels In lee.) Red 3,0111, Pio
bu helm in teed. Corn exports weave sr
/0,000 bushels lawr thau the re
thug week, assresstins
bo$beii, against 3.657,0e0 bushels, 2,•
2241.000 bushels the same week a ar
1,074,000 bushels in Peel and 7s,•
OOIS bushels in 17,115.
I.
b.
fl
re. Financial Chronicle figures
fo lowing comparative results of
railroad operations in WIN and 1
Eiitlity-eiglit roads, , toutth week
Illtrrh. 411.04oTii.). increase 01,11/11,
aittpieglit roes's, first week of A
poi iiiel,tesel, increase% 'u87 iii? : las to
In nth of March. 0.47,40:1,772, Myr
I0 414.0111; 1,Ilt roads, January
4rch 111, $11111,447,21141. increase,529,
The Parthenon, at Athens, is virtu Ily ;
in ruins, and likely to tumble dove. ti if
adother earthquake occurs before cerSain
recairs are made. An immense scaffold
of timber now props up thilentire
lam.° and prevents collapse of ?the
b ding.
The seal worn by the Pope Land 4sed
be him on official documents to w ich
his signature is attached has on it lthe
eogravings of a fish with the cipheni of
the wearer. Since the thirteenth len-
ts:try every Pope has worn a ring of Ibis
character and it is shattered witll a
hammer when the wearer dies to ism-
vent its use on a forged document.
1
Of the peerages at present existing284
were created during the queen's r gn.
these Lord Melbourne was respqnsi-
e for twenty-six, Sir Robert :Peel! for
e, Earl Russell for twenty-one, tord
ilznerston for twenty-two, Lord Dtrby
15, Mr. Dieraeli,for thirty-one, p1r.
ladsione forlseventy-four, Lord Flose-
berry for nine and Lord Salisbury! for
eighty. s
State of Ohio, City of Toledo, , I
Lucas County. i lig' I
Frank J. Cheney makes oath thatf he
iii the senior partner of F. J. Cheney &
e ., doing business in the city of Toledo,
anty and Statei aforesaid, and ihat
d firm will pay the sum of one Ittin•
,dollars for each and every cap+ of
o tarrh that cannot be cured by the! time
a Catarrh Cure,
FRANK J. CHI:NEV.
Sworn to before me and sabscribid in
yi)resenoe, this nth day of Decentber.
D. leestl.
A. W. OLE ASON,L
lia•L Notary Public.
............... i
Hall's Catarrh Care is taken inte4nal-
lr and acts directly on the blood .and
iflucous surfaces; of the system. 4end
(Or testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO
Toledo, \-J.
Sold by druggists 75c.
Hall's Family Pills are the best.
It requires four years and four moluths
for a ray of light to reach us from' the1
nearest star, and yet light travels a the
rte of 1b43,330 miles in a Second. At
t is rate a first class express train,
g4iag at the speed of seventy-five tittles
hour, would reqiiire a contin on-
n of 75,000,000 of years to reach A pha
entauri. It would take 250,000, of
years for a cannon ball traveling an the
usual speed of such prejectiles to 4ach
the same point, which is our n4 rest
star neighbor.
The camel is a beast of great irt re
and endurance. Nothing hurts it
4Ise proverbial "last straw" is add
i burden. The human digestive
t m is very much like a camel.
r. ally astonishing how much film
Will stand. Sometimes. however,
thirg worse titan usual will be e
and will go through the stomach
the bowels, and there it will st
gth
util
to
Sys
t is
e it
me-
ten,
into
that's constipation. Nine-tenths cef all
human sickness is due to constipaIion.
Some of the simplest symptoms i are
coated tongue and foul breath,dizziiiess,
heartburn flatulence, sallowness, !dis-
tress after eating, headaches and lptssi-
3tude. A little thing will cause co sti-
pation, and a little thing will retie1it
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets are a leer.
IMin cure for constipation. They are
tiny sugar-coated granules, mild andTnatural in their action. There is 40th.
tag injurious about them. Sold ug-
gists .
Address witi. 21 cents in one -cent
stamps, to cover cost of mailing only,
World's Dispensary Medical Assiecia-
Olen, Buffalo, N. Y., and get a free
of the "People's Common Sense -
cal Adviser."
WITH TOBIN'S.
Mr. R. H. Buckner, whose se
iy ars' experience here and in large c
s lendidly fits him for the place, hat
c pted a position in J. L. Tobtn's te
i g establishment.
co
as
ci
Ii
to
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Razors.
ligh Meld make, 5 in. blade, etci red
n bled s American eagle, amber l-
ed handle, 80e. •
A14o have Rogers and Wottenhol
zors at the lowee: prices.
Ja &nese razor hones, size 6x2 iq., ev ry
e guaranteed, only 10c.
Ra .or strops, barber Swing, plain lea h-
. -
Sc eral other kinds of swing and corn-
nation strops from He to 25e. I
Kn vee and forks, polished ebony lin• i
le, triple rivets very strong. cons its
6 kilt, e• and t; 9Orkit for lillc. I
As di3O•*1• with polished rosewood h - '
I
I.
I"coat„ 3484'f, incite, triplet *tees and
1 The Most Favorable Seas°2
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edu
ral
ties
ac-
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cure catarrh is in the spring. Du ing
e winter the patient is likely to take
h cold and have a set-back. 13 t if
tment is begun in the spring nd
ntinued into the summer, not ing
ad be feared for the succeeding tin.
Of course, it all depends on
icine. There are a great man ca-
y l the
h medicines that relieve the ost
agreeable symptons temporarily.
-na cures more slowly but also
rmanently than this class of
es. A course of Pe-ru-na duriri11
ng will cure catarrh more qui
n at any other season. Mr. NV
Tucker, Concord, N. H., writes
tman as follows: "When I be
ing your medicines four years
suffering with chronic catarrh.
d taken nearly a dozen bottles of
led catarrh cure without mu' Ii re
ru-na cured the night sweats
zinese ; it cured the cough I have
Pe-
ore
cdi-
the
kly
ter
Dr.
an
o I
so-
tef.
nd
ad
m my cradle; I can say it saved my
e."
Sr. Hartman has published in book
a series of lectures on vat ous
mem of chronic catarrh, which he Ils
'inter Catarrh." This book wit be
Romance of a Southern Ken•
tucky !.'
HEIR TO VAST WEALTH.
Lawysr EnrOull 10 Indies County In Interest
01 an Old Mel s Grand Child.
Exclusive Report of Tok a;cc.
Sales and Receipts.
FARM NEWSANDNOTES
Maims of Grist 1st/rift to all Tillers of tiu
Soil,
FELAND WANTS TO FIGHT FOR UNCLE SAM CONDITIONS OF THE LIVE STOCK MARKET.
THE SPRING ME_TING.
Louisville Presbyici y Will
Convene Here.
IMPORTANT SESSION.
Extensive Preparations Being lids for NI-
spies and Visitors.
OPENS ON THE 251tl DAY OF IHIS MONTH
Hun. John Felton', jr., of Hopkins- i THE LOUISVILLE MARKET. The Louisville Presbytery of the Ken-he he tucky ern Generalvine, ii well-known young attorney and I The following report is furnished ex- Synod of the NorthI , . , . , ,iusively to tile +IAN' ERA by Glover &b.: prouttnent Republreen puliticiau was in c .1Wit itibly Preebytertaii church, willDurrett, Louisville Tobaeco Warehouse: i
of the t'it' to' day for a few hours. Sales on our market for the week just I° ii Its sluing Meeting in It oat Pri .11y
An Heiress. Nosed anemia to I.6113 Wide., with re. I torten (thumb in this vity, opeuing oti
ril, Ile was en route to Guthrie, I lkitilio• „II" for fi„, imme veried Ill lilills. the ..rRli day of item month,
inte lit slit %Retreat of Miss Sydney tiny, !Hales Oh our market stove Jan. let, The belseettes,e 1 of iitilik Ills NW lily, Who IS the graiiii• amount to 191011111°1°. 841" of the'
 
Acciirilieg to I he woe erhuivist or th,to
eloughter of a wealthy Dollen that tiled ',rep of Pell? till our market to this (late rhumb, tie. as. inblIns of Me 1.0.ly will. summit to 4a,iii‘ Wills,
1
There Is an linelnfined estate wotth RIK:Mini and mulct, hare 
been very bring together the minister and two ofseveral months ago,
light for the :past week. Our market the elders front every church In the
this week has not been quite SO strong Presbytery. It will be a representative
for dark tobacco of extra length but body of men. As the Presbytery is oneprices for the shorter grades with merit,
of the courts of the church, many lines.closed a little better. Lugs continue to
1.40,outi near Guthrie and Mr. Feland be-
lieve. his client is the only living heir
to the fortune left by the big Red Man.
Mr Feland is captain of Company D.
K. S. G., at Hopkinsville, and is one of
the beet drill masters is in the State. To
a News reporter he said he hoped to re-
turn to Kentucky in time to take his
company to Cuba-en the event of war.
-I have a good company," said the
captain, "and the boys are anxious to go
to war. If the President says fight I
will hustle home."
Long Journey.
Capt. Feland left the city this after-
noon for his long journey. He liked
Paducah very much and said he was
surprised to find such a largo city here.
-Paducah News.
--
DEBATE W ILL NOT 'TAKE PLACE.
Eider Moore and Rev. Chandler Fail To
Agree on a Subject.
A Sharon Grove correspondent writes:
There will be no religious debate in
Sharon Grove AA agreeable arrange-
ments could not be made. Elder T. D.
Moore, of Hopkineiville, was here the
other day to see Rev. James Chandler
in regard to the matter, but they failed
to agree on the propo.itione.
TAKEN TO ASYLUM YZIITZADAY.
Wife of a Prominent Marshea County
Farmer is • Lunatic.
Mrs. Al. J. Chandler, the wife of a
prominent farmer of itriensburir. Mar-
shall county, was. tried at Benton yester-
day on a lunacy charge. She was ad
judged insane and yesterday was
trought to the Western Kentucky Asy-
lum for the Insane for treatment.
EXPECTS Ti) START A DAILY.
The "Morning Kentuckian' Will Prob-
ably Make Its appearance.
Mr. C. M Menehain probabl•
begin the publication of a morning dai
newspaper in this city the first part of
next week. The new 'heel will b, a
six column folio The semi-weekly pa.
• ' ereisioned. Mr. Frank Bell
dy editor of the daily.
HELD OVER To CIRCUIT COURT.
--
John Henry McRae Tried 01, • Charge
of Entering a Dwelling.
John Henry McRae, colored, had an
examining trial before County Judge
Cansler Tuesday afternoon. He was
charged with stealing clothing from the
dwelling of Mr. J. E. Gossett, of the
Julian neighborhood, last Friday night.
He was held over to Circuit Court un-
der bond of PO, which he furnished,
and was released from custody.
NO SMALL-POE IN THIS CITY.
- -
Rumors of • Case in Hubbardsvnie En-
tirely Without Foundation.
---
There is no small-pox in Hopkinsville.
This statement is made on the positive
assurance of the leading physicians of
the city.
The rtanors which have been afloat a
day or two to the effect that a case of
small-pox had been discovered in Hub.
bardsville are entirely without found-
ation.
SENT HERE A THIRD TIME.
Mrs. Clementine Jones, of Dixie, Ad-
judged to be a Lunatic.
Judge Ward held a court of inquiry
yesterdey as to the sanity of Mrs.
Clementine Jones, of Dixie, who is 52
years old. She was adjudeed insane
and will be taken to the Western asy-
lum in the next day or two. The evi-
dence adduced showed that her insanity
was hereditary and that she had been to
the asylum twice before --Gleaner.
 
-...0110,-
Kentucky Asked to Help.
---
Chairman Coldeway, of the Cuban
Relief Committee for Kentucky, is in
receipt of the following telegram from
New York:
"Shull send two special Red Cross
steamers with Cuban relief supplies,
first one this week ;second, within three
weeks: need help to load second. Please
come to our aid quickly, money remit-
tances most desirable to save time. Ves-
sels will have naval convoy and army
escort if necesary. Can. Cuban Relief
Committee."
He will immediately respond with a
remittance of what funds are on hand,
but as this is of no considerable amount,
previous remittances have been made
and the present fund consisting of re-
cent small subscriptions, the public is
once more appealed for co-operation and
help, so that the remittance sent will be
t free to any address by the Pe-r n •na of a amount in keeping;with the digiii-1
ug Manufacturing Company, 
Col1 
m. i ty and reputation of the State of Ken-
Oh I tucky.
sell at prices that have been current for
some weeks past.
The following quotations fairly rep-
resent our market for dark tobacco 1897
crop.
Trash 
 
  $2 00 to 254)
minute' ta no•dium lags. 2 50 to 3.50
Dark rich lugs, ex' quality 4 Oil to 5 50
Medium to good leaf 
 
600 to 0.00
Leaf of extra length  7 00 to 9 e0
W rappery styles  13 00 to 15.00
LIVE STOCK MARKET.
Reported by the Louisville Lire Stock
Exchange, Bourbon Stockyards:
Louisville, Ky., April e0, 'site-Cattle.
-The receipts to-day were light, being
only 140 head on sale; quality only fair.
The market ruled about steady and un-
changed at former prices. On account
of the light run, there was very little
doing. Pens well-cleared at the close.
Extra shipping 
Light shipping 
Rest butchers 
Fair to good butchers 
common to medium butchery  
Thin, rough steers, poor cows
and scalawags 
ilood to extra oxen 
l'ot11111.0/ to 11104111M oxen • • • •• •
Feeders .
vtis•kers 
Bulls
Veal call #.4 ........... .
l'hule. Mitch Cows  
Fair to good nallOh tows  
Hogs.-Reoelpts light, being
head ()It ,ale ; quality very good, The
market ruled Sc higher on heavies arid
mediums, le0 pounds and up selling at
$3 75; tuediums, $3 ;Mee 75 ; light ship
pars dull at $3 40,, 3 60, and pigs a'imist
unsalable at $2 l'eee 340, ranging in price
54 50a 475
4 +00 4
4:5tO 4ti
S sts, 4:1.1
0u,41 Uo
I tee 2 ss
:Ise 0, I
500 a 7,e
tees 4 /VI
'; AIX • a
lux; 4 7..
5 WA
15, issa451..,
i. ue4:110.,
'4,230
aecording to weight and quality, lens
fairly wen cleared.
Choice packing and butchers, X-64
I., 3111)ID. $ (4.4' \
Fair to good packing, la) to 200 lb 4.•
.i•wel to extra light, lac to leUtb g 4oa::
a ieee s.
*2:0(13m
" 5d..3
Fat ithoftts. 12o to la. M.
Fat sloutt....1,•1 to 110 lb 
tat 11.4
!Loughs. 150 to e0 it 
Sheep and Lambe.-Reeeipte light,
being 2-6 head on sale. Market steady
and unchanged at former prices.
gxtru spring lamb. ....
toiod to. xtru shipping sheep  7141
Fair 0/ 10614 X 2514/3 7:1
..... 111(111 01 11111111(1111 
Rucks
I ntlit •calnwags per head.. ... 50•41
'Acre spring l...., l, 4 7:Sg...5 0,
Fair to good
It-it hotelier 1/11Kir4   4 -1.1#44
air to good butcher iambs 
Jail Ends 
VFW TORACCO PEST.
A new tobacco pest has made its ap
pearance in the Southern portion of the
State, in the shai.e of a little brown
bug. Some think it may no something
.imilar to the bug which the Agricultu
sal Department of North Carolina made
All extensive report upon smile time ago.
WE tit,. TRF 510115.
E. H. Fritz still wear the horn. He
sold yesterday six hogsheads of tobacco,
averaging $13 25.
_
ELOPED FRoll HOPEINaVILLE
--
Mr. cannon and Miss Anderson Married
In Clarksville.
The Clarksville Times says:
'Mr. J. W. Cannon and Miss Bessie
Anderson, an eloping couple from Hop-
kinsville, were united in marriage about
9 o'clock this morning by 'Squire Smith,
the ceremony being performod in his
office in the court-house.
....4111.4.
sOLDIERe SELECT A SPONSOR.
Miss T.,ny Ware Cho•en By th- Latham
Light Guards.
The members of the Latham Light
Guards have chosen Miss Tony Ware as
the company's sponsor. A better selec-
tion could not have been made. Miss
Ware is an nuniv ersal favorite, and is
one of the prettiest, brightest and most
attractive young ladies in the city.
BRIDES FORMERLY LivED HERE.
A Pretty Double Wedding Rolernioz, d
Last Night in Dallas.
A pretty double wedding was solem-
dizeu at Dallas, Texas, last night. The
brides formerly lived in Hopkinsville.
Miss Ruth McCarron was married to
Mr. Robert Teunyson, and Miss Bessie
MeCarroll to Mr. John Dickerson. The
ouug women tare daughters of th late
James E. McCarroil and eisters of
Messrs. Frank and Hurry Metearrell.
The groomn are popular and progressive
youug business men of Dallas._
, One Lost Day
1
fr is not mneh out of a lifetime, but to
a basin -as num it may nit-an the lies
of a valuable opportunity. When.
temporarily cripplel with any pain
or weakness, for which an Active aral
effective external remedy is needed,
nothing is so 'rust worthy as Johnson's
Belladonna Plaster. It touches the
spot and glv-s the w. Icome relief. It
is made to siicee. .1- not merely to
.i, -,II. I.ie.k fer the Red Cioni on all
9: t he g, I. I
01' 
.14111 NSW.: A 
.IMINMON.
'I.! _ 1 1,, -01, NCO/ York.
tions Which have arisen in the different
churches will be acted upon, or referred
to the State Synod-the next higher
court.
At this meeting also, the representa•
tive from the Presbytery, will be elect•
ed to represent the charehea in the
General Assembly, which convenes in
July at Winona, Ind.
Extensive preparations are being made
by the local church for the reception of
the people. Entertainment for the win-
eieseexellealleesk.7- easee e "et 'eweeirezeireeeeree-MiSalliScFe-ess"-
cetera and elders is being secured, and
everything will be done to make the
sessiuns of the body pito* off smoothly.
A number of prominent diviuee from
different parts of the State will be pres-
ent, und the general public will not fail
to be interested in the able discourses
which will be dellvered.
A Cordial ` Welcome.
Hopkinovillet will gladly welrome the l
remitter of the. V Isllors, the NEw
Etta otters them the assuriines filet the
First Presbyterian church will glen
them the meet (strand reef Neel and
royal untertaiiiment the. Presbytery
ever received.
HAS ACCEPIED.
Mr. Charle•m F. Jarrett has aecepted
the iuvitation to delirer an address
before. the State Commercial Couven
Dun. tie has written to the Hon.
Clarence Denton, Chairmen, as fol-
lows:
Dear Sir: Your very cbmplimentry
notifieettou of coy appointtiegit by your
committee fur au itiliA•cor berme your
State Culivelition May II until le was re•
•••••••••••••
BABY'S
?nail the world there siher treatmentee Imre, •.••• sweet, So 114:. 
-.•..10 ,41Y. for Pre,
serving, puri 0 ing, and Is•wiiiiiying the skies
▪ and !Lill'. Will Sir:titivating every 11,1.
air, as warns baths 11 il 1, KIVU',
11.11.1 }its CuTi, KA (taut.
zuent), the great cure.
I , A. I lOoton
ticur
A .40 6.. OA Hai,. boo
EVERY HUMOR 4'."4616C.r.,1 Li) __so‘ao.
ceiced during my recent illness.
I have noted with mace interest the ,
good work your Commercial Club hai!
dittos and is still cluing for the progress
and advancement of our State. I shall
always assist you when I can do so. I
will try ancl prepare a paper, as pro-
gramed, eDur Agricultural Gpportuni•
ties wed Niggle." If I ain not able to
attend,e1 will hand it in fee approval
before publication. Again I Meek you
fur your compliment. Very truly yours,
U. F. JARRETT.
-esp. • 4110..
A Tribute,
The. A eget of Death entered the. home
of Mrs. W. 11. Sizemore., near Crofton,
on the evening of April 13th, and took
front the family circle their sun, linden
Ernest, aged twenty years. He had
been a guest sufferer for many mouths,
yet w ith ell this to sadden his life, he
looked at the bright side and reconciled
all things to him who makee no mi.-
take. At the age of fourteen years he
jeined the llhristieveChurch, to which
to, lived a e•oueneteitit -Member until
death. Wes shall all miss him end yeers
shall have rolled by ere even tune can
lessee, the pion felt by the. dear um* left
bolded,
itil the neighbors, and imperially In
Miss Ads I lrtf?lcs,.whiui so kitteny assisted
them In that sell hour, the sorrowing
parent's extend their plucere thenks.
"Feitteeiiitt "
REVIVAL SERVICES.
A eerie. of meetings will begin at the
Madison Street Methodist church Wed-
nesday evening. Rev. Pieter, of Hop-
kinsville, will arrive Monday to assist
the past-or 
--Clarksville Chronicle.
A BANK DIRECTOR.
Mr. Baylor Hickman, of the firm of
Hickman, Williams & Co., has been
chosen to the vacancy in the American
National Bank directory, of ,Louisville,
left by the resignation of O. Charles
F. Johnson. Mr. Hickman is a former
Hopkinsville boy.
I The Deeig e
nuoiammo=am _
The
 PioneerIGCM• INNIONIMINIMINOOK
0333
lebee_•vieselleteglelle
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weeleaslee• •
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The Deering Harvester Co. were the first people
touseBALLAND ROLLER BEARINGrSintheir
Binders and Mowers. Their competitors hooted at
the idea, but those that came to scoff remained to
pray. Now they "all have 'em," but of course
not in the perfection found in the Deering, which
has had the benefit of several years experience
with these bearings. The IMITATORS have got
to learn and unlearn all the initial steps and stages
of their use in machinery, while the Deering is
"out of the woods," perfect and up to date. This
is a signal victory for the Deering and puts it far
ahead of its rivals for the people appreciate pro-
gressiveness and push. The New Ideal" Bind-
ers have open elevators if you like them. The
1898 machine contains many new features which
will commend it to the farmer on sight. We
invite you to come and see it at our store, set up
and ready to operate.
-Deering Twine
is the standard of excellence. Have both Sisal
and Manilla. Car-load of it.
[DISE & BROTHER.
RAC THEBIG
• STORE.
ad solid steel with the hatch pattnt etered at 50e.
eeIt and washer, 25c. Better grades of knives and forks ;at
RANcIL FOR THE BARRER- R3C, The, le3c and 89c.
in. barber shears, fine steel, only ft5cItt in solid cocobola handle butcher knife
clippers only 75c. for Sc.
8 in. butcher knife, forged blade, corea
! handle, 3 large braes rivets!, only 20c.
Same as above, 10 in., 25c.
' 1 carving knife, and fork in stag handle
• at lec to el 25.
Kitchen knife, iron handle, 13c to 10e.
Set, 3 pieces, carving, bread and paring
knives, curved blades, at flu-.
' Bread knives at 10e, 12c and Pic.
S. Tubbs square and round point; shoe
knives, first quality, at Sc.
Horseshoe knives, Wade & Butcher, let
quality, bone Malone, regular bee
knife, our price 29c.
1 set tea spoons only Be.
i Feet table spoons only ree.
1 good full 'size railroad pick for 25c.
I pair good ice hooks at 20c.
Good ice picks for 5^ to Mc.
OUR 11011
Ice chisels at 10c.
Glen lemon extractor for Sc.
1 metal lemon squeezer for 10e.
Auger, Bit and Braces.
I bali brace, a inanel for the money.
the biggest 12i• brace on the market.
S in brace for 29c. 10 in brace, 32c,
1 cherry head and handle, Miller Falls
rachet only 55c.
Brace augur bits Sc, fie, 10c, Ile to 21c.
1 set of bite, 13 sizes assorted, 1-4 to I
in. for 41.75 set,
od•nitin gimlet bits for Sr.
I Aikens hollow handle tool set polished
apple wood handle, 14 brad awls and
6 tools at 250.
I 22 inch level for 250.
ze inch level and plumb at 39e.
1 pocket level for I0e. Saw clamps, 45c
reek hammer to lie, 5c and loc.
Upholsters or Incite:le tack hammers, full
niekel plated at 10c.
Ahormak rs fietutitere at 10e.
Evtra heavy and full polished hammer
for 10c.
Solid east steel carpenters; adz, eye
round pale hammer only 29c.
No. 3 blacksmiths or riveting hammer,
solid steel, hickory handle for 211e.
Fairies or horseshoe hammers, solid cast
steel, adz eye, 35c.
Full size polished and bronze hatchet*
for 10c and 12e.
Gillespie extra east steel shingling and
lathing hatchet at 32c, 34c and 39c.
Saws.
Little Giant scroll saw, special value Sc.
Full size hack saw, 14r
12 in. panel saw for ler.
A large line of saws at 22r, 29e, 39e, to
65c. Drawing knife, a good one, 31k.
Planes.
Iron block, 10e Wood mooting plane
39c. Weed jeek plane at toc.
‘leareent & Co.'s No 3407 smoothing
WE UNDERBU1!
WE UNDERSELL!
planes at 85c.,
I Should you need a plane of any kind
come and see our line before buying,
• as space is limited we only quote
prices on a few.
Iron squares at 20e, 25c and 30c.
Try squares, remote-pod brass lined blade,
, 'make(' in inches, 10c and Ilec.
T. bevel sliding rosewood brass thumb
screw at 220. 2 ft. rules for Sc,
Belt punch 7c. Spring punch at 20e.
Pointing trowel lee. Brick trowel 1.9e
Wrought iron bar screw wrenches from
17e up. Solid steel piers at Sc.
Cutting nippers 22e. We have a full
line of side and end cutting nippers at
lowest prices
Oold chisels at Sc. Jewel vise lOn.
Screw drivers from Sc to 250..
Cork screws at 3c. Gimlet at 2c.
Locks.
Good doer lesk vette vi•h'te Iceob, com-
plete, et 22e.
Wardrobe lock. size 3x1 1-4 in, iro
sepaare box, broad bolt, locks right o
left, only Sc.
Trunk, drawer or desk lock a. Sc.
A fell line of pad locks, price Sc to 25c
Hasps with 2 staples at 2e and 3e.
Hooks with 2 staples, at 2c and 3c.
Safety gate hooks at Sc,
Window locks at 50.
Coat glut hat hooks at lc.
Hand saw filus at ec, 3c and 4e.
Cross rut files at Sc, Horseshoe rasp 29c.
Shelf brackets, 4c, 5e, 6c, 15c pair,Cow hells, joe, 12e, 14c, 17c.:
Bridle bits at 3c. Wood screws doz.
Saw sets; 12c. Repair links 2 for lc.
Bed casters or rollers Sc set.
Door stops at le.
Merri true coppered beveled clinch riv-
ets, assorted, 4-16 to ki 16, 10o in box,
oily 12c bex.
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ardest work that '.'omen do is
that requires the use of soap.
oman should be satisfied with
anything but the very best soap-
the soap that does the most work
and the best work and that does it
quickest and easiest.
RETTE
SOAP
saves time, saves clothes, saves
money and the strength of the women
who !use it. Clairettc Soap makes
the 4vonien happier and the home
brigliter. It affords double the sat-
is fac
yet
.on that common soaps give,
sts no more.
Sold everywhere. Made only by
N. K. FeIRBANK COMPANY, St. Louis.ow(00- irn
Nzz,zzz.z.
Important
to Buyers.
Wo en's opinions count. They know
? 
and N ant choice goods. Jones' is the
place o find them in all the new shades
i'lil teSil rgest and best assorted stock of
s, Dress Goods and Trimmings.
Wash Goods ever shown in the city.
Whitt Goods, Fancy Goods, Notions,
P 
Furni hing Goods, elegant line of Carpets
t from in Moquette, Velvet, Ems-to selei
nd Ingrain. Rugs, Foot Stools,
i 
thittlieg.s,
You will find it to your interest to
My stock is complete in every
Foot iats, Linoleum, Oil Cloth and Mat-
inspe t my stock before buying.
M. Jones.
• .w )ZZZZZ
SIM
NOTHING SUCCEEDS
LIKE SUCCESS.
k.perience and Hard Cash Were Once
he Grand Success of the Season.
nvited to an early inspection of our sur-
--priced and very complete stock of Sta-
cy Dry Goods, Notions, Carpets, Mat-
er' and Shoes.
nequaled. Style Unsurpassed.
Assortment the Best.
Ii us. It means sure success in securing
es the widest range for selections, the
the most reliable goods and by far -the
RICES. These are facts. Our goods
rove them. -
Richdrds E. Co.
HOPKINSVILLE,
DO YOU KNOW
We are showing a new and excltudve
line of Worsteds, Cheviota, Cassimeres,
nos-cities in Fancy Worsteds, Trouser.
lug, etc , etc , our practical knowledge
of the tailoring trade enables us to offer
the public
Clothing That Cannot Be equaled In
Style, fit and Workmanship.
Nothing delivered unlese entirely satis-
factory. We are busy, but take pleas-
ure in showing our line. call and see us.
HOOSER & DUNCAN,
Ninth Stre4. : : Hopkinsville, icy
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R ya 1 Liquor Co. .•6:..4..:....4r:..fr
•Handkfrs of Leading Brands Kentucky r...•..
i and Tennessee Whiskies.
201-203 S. Main St.
Pri vate
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Private Stock
WINES:
Hennesv *** Brandy,
Mum's Ex. Dry Chant
Werner's " " "
St. Julian, St Ertephe
Oppenheimer, Sherry,
Hockhimer, Rusling.
Blackbery, Catauba,
Port.
our handsome retreat, 1 HE
BAR, this collection of Liquors
ines is distinguished by the
I manner in which they are
which displays a marked ad-
ent in this direction.
St Cigar Store in Kentucky.
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The Best
The Semi-Week
oontaing all the new
azine, one year for
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journal of the best c
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l'AtiEY 4.1•11 •111010WEEK Volt oN 'W.A..
Republic. the beet general newspaper printed in the world,in eight pages, twice a week, and The Republic Model Mau
;day Magazine was the newspaper PUCCegg of 1897. A home
se, Its large pages every week. 4 pages of fun, 14 pages of theditigprinted. It contains more high-clerks pictures and ear-
attempted in any other putheation. More noted writers andThe Republic Magazine ellen to any other Western publi-
c. will be mold only in connection with the semi-weekly Rs.
eparately on Friday of each a- eek.
to 
ri9(TUE REPUBLIC, St. Louis
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WAR DECIDED ON.
Spain Dismisses Our Minister; Re-
fuses to Reeive Ultimatum.
4Q/H SENATE AND HOUSE HARD AT WORK.
The Powers Will Probably Be Notified ThIs Aft-
ernoon That a State of War Now .Exists.
A PORMAL CALL POR VOLUNTEERS TO-MORROW.
D 0. April :21 p. m HiS BEEN
POSITIVELY AND FINALLY DE sIDED ON.
The climax has been reached.
Orders Hostile Movement.
President McKiuley, acting under the advice of the War Board, olders 
hos-
tile movements of our H....to to day.
The Key Wiest Squadron goes to{ blockade Havana.
The other Flying Squadrou goes:to Poto Rio, and the auxiliary fl ti go to
aid in backireg up the larger fleets.
War Is Upon Us.
EVERY MOVEMENT MADE
KNOWLEDGE THAT WAR IS NO
AND ORDERS ISSUED ARE WITH A
W UPON US.
READY TO FIGHT. TILIWASHINGTON, D. 0.. April 2t.-3:3. P. M.-(BULLETIN)- E KEY
WEST SQUADRON SAILS BEFORE FOUR O'CIA.)OK TO HAVANf.
To Bombard Moro Cakle.
IT MAY BOMBARD MORO 0 STLE BEEORE DAYLIGHT. IT 
HAS
INSTRUCTIONS TO DO SO, IF NC4T CAPTURED.
[Spain
Spain is fall of fight She °Mei
is now moving to meet out ships on
Greatest excitement ever known
ull Of Fight.
By announces that war exists, ani Its
nth seas.
reverts everywher4.
fleet
May Be Held.
Washington, D. C.. April 21.-1 :40 -The Flying Squadron, it Iê reported.
is being held in fear that a Spanieh meet is trying to secretly get to 'slew 
York
harbor.
Schley is under ordere to sail to- MOW. It is thought his deetinalion is the
New York coast.
America is making many warlik moves.
The Sq dron Sails.
KEY WEST, FLA., APRIL 21. 3 :45.-THE SQUADRON HERE SAILED
AT 2:40 THIS AFTERNOON.
IT IS BELIEVED IT WILL C RTAINLY BOMBARD MORO CASTLE
TO-NIGHT IF HAVANA PORT IS NOT AS SUCCESSFULLY BLCICKADED
AS HOPED FOR BY THE NAVY eEPARTMENT.
SENATE D HOUSE.
WASHINGTON, D. 0 , APRIL
NOON PASSED A BILL PUTTIN
I r PASSED THE SUNDRY CI
NAVAL APPROPRIATION BILL
, The V
THE HULL BILL AliTTHORIZ
VOLUNTEERS WILL BE PASSE
M'EINLEY WILL ISSUE A F
VOLUNTEERS.
1.-2 P. M.-THE SENATE THIt AFTER-
COAL UNDER EMBARGO.
IL BILL, AND HAS TAKEN 1UP THE
OR PASSAGE AT ONCE.
lunteer
G THE PRESSING INTO SERVICE OF
TO-NIGHT.
/MAL CALL FOR EIGHTY T USAND
Will N tify Powers.
WASHINGTON. APRIL 21 2:0.3 P. M.-(BULLETIN)-kN ALL
PROBABILITY PRESIDENT M sINLEY WILL OOMMUNICIA WITH
THE POWERS BY A FORMAL N TE. THIS AFTERNOON, INL4ORMING
;AIM 1HAT A STATE OF W. R EXISLE BETWEEN THE UNITED
STATES AND SPAIN.
First ct of War.
NEW 'YORK. APRIL 21.-2:45 M.--CABLEGRAMS FROM MADRID
Sr:\ le THAT ALLSPANISHPAP RS ANNOUNOETO-DAY THATSPAIN's
REFUSAL TO RECEIVE OUR UL IMATUM CAN ONLY BE REGARDED
AS THE FIRST ACT OF WAR.
A Ilonum ntal Blunder.
Washington, b. C., pril 21.-11 :34 a. m —. mon-
umental blunder on the p rt of Minister Woodford caused
his summary dismissal by Spain this morning.
: Foole Away Time.
By procrastinating he allowed the Spanish Mi4ister at
Washington to anticipate iim with the u1timaturn4
Woodford received th ultim m atu shortly Lau o m di-
night last night. lie der rred presenting it to 
tht 
Span-
ish Government until thi morning. ,
To day he fooled away time enotigh to:allow Polo de Bombe to tlible home
the contents of,the ultimatum.
Oven His Passports.
a When Woodford paid his form call on Prime Minister Segasta, thie morn•
ing, he was handed his passports a d informed that all diplomatic re ations be-
tween that country and the United states had been severed. Our Mihister was
not allowed to present the ultimatum.
Known at Washington.
It is said that the Pnlaident had anticipated just such a scheme add thought
that he had forestalled it.
The Spanish Minister expected President McKinley to sign the resolution and
follow with the ultimatum several hours later. It had been arranged that the
minute Senor Polo received notice of the signature of the reeolnsion he would ask
for his passports and wire Spain imtnediately. Spain would have given Minister
Woodford his passports at once. That would have left both countries without
diplomatic relations, and the President could not have.sent his ultimatem through
these regular channels.
The President wail well aware of the scheme, and tried to frastratb it. Before
Senor Polo was aware of anything be received the ultimatum a good while before
he was officially or privately infordied of the signing of the resolutions. Tht
President had also cabled the ultimatum to Minister Woodford, who +mind have
immediately laid it before the Sgantsti Minister. ,
His failure to do in puts the United States in a very awkward poettion.
Commu ication Blocked. .
There is now no welt to get the ultimatum to Spain except through the Eng-
lish Ambarsador. ;i
Apparently the only'thing left or America to do is to begin to blockade Ha-
vana harbor to-day and to declare ear.
Special Cabinet Meeting.
The President has called a special meeting of the Cabinet to forntulat 3 plans
for immediate action.
Reports read from both Comm tees on Foreign Relations aek:Cologress to be
In readiness to meet the emergenc .
Oar Resigns.
WASHINGTON, D. C., APRI 21.-2:11 P. M.-THE Fox. JAMES AL-
BERT GARY, POSTM ASTER G NERAL OF THE UNITED STA ES, FOR-
MALLY TENDERED HIS RES ONATION TO THE PRESIDENT THIS
MORNING.
He resigns on account of conti ued ill health.
He will go into private life, and will take up his residence at Bellmore.
His Successor.
Mr, Jharlsei Emnry fittuth, a b
WIN and editor of the
Intent jeurtialie, prominent Itepdblleati
a Preget, Will be his sureement,
TI. level is tea 1140041 Elide 411111
halsra. 54 sem 1.445 WW1 is gale
Wire Nether this set Slier
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MET HERE TUESDAY.
2nd District Democratic Ex-
ecutive Committee.
OFFICIAL CALL MADE.
Precinct and County Convention Will Be Held
Prior To A District Convention,
TO BE HELD IN HENDERSON ON JUNE 29
Tuesday the Democriitie Fasten -
rive Committee of the Second Oita/nese-
tonal district met in this city tic decide
upon a Wan of imminatiog a candidate
for Comment.
Every County Represented.
Every county was repreoented either
In person or proxy. The committee•
WHO present were: For Christian,
Isaac Garrott, of Pembroke: leiviests H.
G. Small, (Iwensboro; Hancock, W. W.
Tabor, Hawesville, (proxy) : Hopkins,
W. D Cook, Madisonville; Hendersou,
H. M. Stanley, Herelerson, (proxy):
McLean, R. U. Higdon, Calhoon,
(proxy ; Union, W. U Haynes. Mor•
gsiitiehl; Webster. H. B. Crosby, hold-
ing W. C. Hardwick's proxy.
It was decided to issue the following
thstal
I. It is hereby ordered that on the
25th day of June, MS, at 2 o'clock p.
m , standard time, there shall be Leld
at each voting preeinct of the Second
Congressional distriet, at the usual vot-
ing places, a precinct convention for the
purpose of appointing delegates to a
County Conveetien, which will in turn
appoint delegates to a District Conven-
tion called to nominate a Democratic
candidate for Congress.
2 Esch precinct shall be allowed one
delegate vote for each fifty votes and
fraction over twenty-five east for the
Bryan electors in IS96, provided that
each precinct shall.have at least one del-
egate vote.
5 The delegate votes of the county shall
be "pro-rated' or divided in such Ranee-
ner as to express the will of the voters,
as shown by their votes in the precinct
conventions. The representation of the
several counties is hereby fixed upon
the basis of one delegate vote for each
2e0 votes and fraction over 100 votes
cast for the Bryan Electors in Is96.
4. All persons who supported the
Bryan electors in IS:01. and all persons
who desire to come into the regular
Democratic organization, and who will
agree to support the nominee of the con-
vention, and all person who are not now
21 years of age but who will be entitled
to vote at the November election lsitti,
and who will agree to support the nom-
inee of the convention herein called,
shall be entitled to vote in said precinct
conventions. Ties deb gates chosen at
said precinct conventions on June 25th ,
shall meet in county conventions at
their respective county-seats at two
o'clock p. m Monday, June 27th, la9S.
and appoint delegates to a district con-
vention herein called to assembls in the
city of Henderson on Wednesday, June
29th, la98, at one o'clock p. m.
The representation of the severa!
counties in said district convention shah.
be as follows:
Christian le, Daviess 25, Hancock
Henderson 10, Hopkins 17, licL.an 7.
Union 17, Webeter 12.
Necessary to a choice 59 and a frac-
tion.
CIIMS. M. MEACII OhairMail.
W. O. HAYNES, Secretary.
Kr. Allen Here.
The Hon. Henry D. Allen, of Union
county, who seems to have the maid.-
track for the nomination was in the city
Tuesday. He returned home that
afternoon. To a New En representa-
tive, he said: "I do not think I shall
have any opposition."
••.-.04.--
PEViVAL SERVICES.
---
Rev. Charles Nourse, of Princeton, is
conducting a protracted meeting in the
Presbyterian church at Graeey. There
will be services .very day this week.
JOINS THETHE ARMY.
Mr. J. C. Coleman, a brether of Mr.
J. E. Coleman, of Bell, of South Chris-
time has entered the regular army to
tight the Sramards. He is stationed at
New Orleans.
According to a celebrated anatomist
there are upwards of five milli in little
glands in the !lumen otoinuels These.
glands pour out the digestive juicer;
which dissolve or digest the food. In-
digestion is want of juice, w outcries' of
glands, 1101.ti of help to restore the
health of these organs. The best and
most nature' help is that given by Shu-
tter Digestive Corded. Natural, because
it supplies the tnateriala needed by the
glands to prepare the digestive juices
Because it strengthens and invigoratt s
the glands slid the stomach, until they
are able to do their work alcne. Sha-
ker Digestive Cordial cures indigestion
certainly and permanently. It does so
by natural means, and therein lies the
secret of its wonderful and unvaried
success.
Al druggists, price 10 cents to #1 per
bottle.
WANTED IN TIII, COUNTY.
Tennessee Officers Couture A Church
Hill Corn Thief.
Lest eight Cl .i• f r f fadiee Robinson
and Officer earr Made what is consider-
ed an important capture, arresting
Earl Avery, Alias George Davis, colored
at the home Jf John Tyson, colored, in
Hooper's alley says the Clarksville
Times. Hopkinsville authorities were
communicated with Icy telepnoue and it
was ascertained that Avery is wanted at
Church Hill, Ky., charged with being a
member of It gang of corn field thieves.
Last fall a man and woman were hunted
icy officers of this section, the woman
being captured, but Avery eiscaped. A
lookout has been kept for him ever since
but the 0111 'era only succeeded in run-
ning him down last night. Fur some
time he has been at work in the Itu-
dolphtown neighborhood.
MOBILIZING CARS.
The Louisville & Nashville Railroad
is mobilizing every unused (ler on its
line at St. Louie for the pile/pee et re-
moving a large body vii troops (rem that
place to (Ililekairetuga Park. It Is
pelt thought that the first train heed will
pass flirting!, In a dot fir sit
0,1101 141101110*** OWIRS,
ATION OF WAR.
1) WASHINGTON, D. C., ARIL 21.-
2:30. - SPAIN HAS OITICIIIALLIf AN.
IS. le.,
NOUN( ED THAT STATE WAR EX-
ISIS WITH UNITED STA 
i
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...........-.....................^--y.,
SPAIN'S DECLAR
Gish & Garners Wild Goose Lini-
ment Pan-i rheumatism ar d neuralgia.
It Teeches the Spit. At all 4ruggiata.
BEE PRODUCTION.- he soon I
proouction of the bee family is e0,000
tons of honey.
Aw arded
ttlithiat Honor% World's Nur,
Ciuld Medal, Mid w inter Pair,
'DR
(„EAN,
BAKING
POWDER
A Pure Grape Cream of Tartar Pottet•r.
40 YEARS THE STA.NrIA.RD.
BEST SPRINC
IOR THE 111ILDat
The Perfect Health of a Large Family Is Due to the Use of
PAINE'S CELERY
Worcester, Mass , March 5, 1894.
Wells, Richaidson A- Co -Gentle
men: Myself and family form a first•
class example of the heaith-giving qual-
ities of Paine's celery compound. Ev-
ery spring we use this valuable remedy,
and it has kept my children well and
strong. I believe that It is better to
take steps to keep well rather than to
wait till one is sick- The good health
of my family and freedom from doc-
tor's bills shows the wisdom of taking
Paine's celery compound.
Every time I have a chance I speak in
praise of Paine's celery compound,
knowing it to be superior to sarsapa-
rillas or any ordinary spring medicine
Yours very truly,
HA If RY PREND1VILLE,
Publisher of the American Bandsman.
Here's a whole family.
Husband, wife and children made
well and kept well by Paine's celery
compoundy.
The pre-eminence of Paine's celery
compound over all other rrtnedies, es-
pecially as a spring invigorator and
blood purifier for every member of the
family, from the youngest to the oldest,
could not be b-tter illustrated than in
the (lige of the Prendiville family of
Woreester, Mass.
It is to be remembered that not one -
tenth of all the.inagnitl.ent cures fat ly
due to Patne's celery compound ever get
beyond' the knowledge of the immediate
family ; that, in fact, few people have
any appreciation of the numbet of film-
dies throughout the UnitedStates where
Paine's celery compound is kept con-
stantly on hand, and is being taken, or
has been taken, by some of its tu-nibera
Pair's c lery compound has already
done an enormous work. It has saved
live,. It has saved health. It has saved
homes
It is not beyond the reach of the most
modest household, while a touch greater
expenditure will procure nothing elso so
ffect we.
,-•
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Paine'. celery compound, the remedy em"--
that makes people well, is within the
reach of all. too-
As frieuently happens in the spring, cat-
the entire family beg ti•- to feel "run
dovvn," arid to suffer with the hardest
aiseose in the world to (hay/nese-the up._
trouble they have se hen they say, • Doc-
tor, I don't feel well." 'the ielvice of
hosts of competeet physteians is to use r.-„,
. 
--MP
Pin sie'a celery compound, the one knee .. • s • i ) )  )
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Av al 'A'ork Shirts
Are the Best. Shirts on Earth.
If you won't take lour word for it we will give
YOU an opportunity t find out for yourself, by sell-
ing you one of our be. 75c grades for
Oc
Beginning Tuesd y, April 12th, we will sell dur-
ing this entire season our blue and white checked
Noxall Work Shirts. A regular 75c shirt for soc.
Only Two to a Customer.
J. ill An e[son &Co.
Corner Ibft & Main Sts.
lioukinsville, - Kentucky.
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blood, and builds up the streilete of the
entire oyster).
Nervousness, headaches. thinness,
pale faces and poor appetd amorist
ehildren conic from the manic ,:auss that
product) rheumutistn, neur Ogle and de
bility in older persons-Tfrom poor blood
and iuoutticientiy neurishr d nerves
Paine's eelery compound i's the first, last
arid only remedy used in inteligent,
prudent hemes, wht re pains it taken to
e'-t only t ht. best in so vital a niattt r
DISTRICT TEACHERS
Will Cather in This City To-
Morrow.
SESSION OF TWO DAYS
Cordial Welcome Awaits All the Pedagogues
and Visitors.
PUBLIC INVITED TO ALL EXERCISES
The Second Congedsional District
Teachers Aseoviation will convene in
this city on Friday morning at 10:30
o'clock. There are eight counties in the
district and each one should, and doubt-
less ill, have a good representation of
its progressive teachers.
Ewe-tient Program.
A good program has been carefully
prepared and the amnions will be inter
eating and profitable-both to teachers
and to the general public. iThe regular
program will be interspersed with mu ic
and recitation'.
The public is most cordially invited to
stsend all of al - meetings of the associa
tion which will be held in the Methodist
church
Let us show these people who are PIi.
gaged in this important work that ter•
appreciate thein an.1 are int( rested in
every thing that w... ill asvatiee the Cans'-
ii? eilucatinn In our comnineity L. t us
give them a royal welefene Marty have
-teethed their iiitteiti el to bit hell'.
Fleet, will be entertaietal during their
stay in our midst by our tett-semi who
have responded cheerfully to tins oh -
mend upon this hospitality.
Prof. Nark's Lecture.
The lecture on Electricity by Prof. E.
H. Marks, Superintendent of the Louis-
ville schools, will be given on Friday
clay. Prof. Marks has made this subject
a study, has performed many experi-
ments in connection with it, and his
ability as a speaker will make his lec-
ture both interesting and instructive.
Ehe wonderful Roentgen rays will not
be overlooked in his talk. There will
be no admission fee charged.
There will be a highly creditable ex-
hibit of school work done by the pupils
in the various grades of our city schools
during the year, which is well worth
the inspection of all who attend the
meeting.
Parents, go and exarniue it and see
some of the work your children are
doing. Soule of the teachers from a dis-
tance may also bring an exhibit with
them.
C••unty Teachers.
Our county teachers will of course be
in attendance at all the meetings. They
are progressive and do not want to miss
such an otegmtunity as this will be for
improvement HMI for renewed inapira-
tutu and elan le seen in their work.
FOR NOTHING!
- -
A Vale Camera and Photographic
Outfit, complitt, with all the materials
and instructions for making perfect
photographs, sizes 2x2 inthes. Each
outfit contains a book of instructions,
one Yale Oaniera, size 2x2 inches, half
dozen Yale dry plates, two trays, me•
package developer, one per knee hypo,
one printing 1)4(4, one dor. 'ii sheets Pen-
sitive 'Japer, nue package ruby paper.'
All IIIIS Is yelito if you se ill WO One
110* Slid etilleef 51
III 'livelier, fist the melee, or If rat will
oscura two new sit ititititho t suliscrip:
Botts to lhii Wichitht Nr5t5, 104 millavt,
lll MI mints for each sla Ittufith'i mull -
remittent, malting $1.110 for She two aub•
This Is an unequal r•tfer and we ask
all of the boys and girl. of the county
to call and se. the outfit or bring in
their new subscrioeis and receive one
We ask ail those who live in the county
and adjoining countite; to immediately
get one new yearly subseriber to the
WEEKLY New Eit k or two single six
month's suliscribern to the WEKKLY
New ERA from sonic of tht Jr neighbors,
and immediately upon reeeipt of the
IlatlIA9 and money the.. Yale Canittra will
be given you; or if you live too far to
cell, send six cents in stamps and we
wil lwail it to yen
WE::11 LY NEW ERA,
Wert 7th 81. Hopkinsville, Ky.
"IRONING MADE EASY"
•
teed'
f'• REQUIRES NO COOKING N
MAKES COLLARS AND CUFFS STIFF AND NICE
AS WHEN FIRST BOUGHT NEW 
.(PREPARED FOR LAUNDRY PURPOSE ON1.1'
ONE POUND OF THIS STARCH WILL GO
AS FAR AS A POUND AND A HALF
OF ANY OTHER STARCH.
wouTikciURE ONLY ay
.."11.C.11UBING ER BROS.C9
KroKuKJoyeA.14,EbleyTtit1/4VEN,CONN.d
\WA 
starch t• prepared on scientific principles by men who hare had yen r‘t of practical
experience in fancy lautitli•rinic. It rester,. t•lil linen and summer dresses to their
natural Siliteto... and Impart. a 'teem iful and in.-ring tirItu. It is Ii" only starch
'manufactured that Is perfscrIr liarnile-••• containing twither nnenie. alum or au;
other substance injurious to linen and eau be wood even fur • baby. la wtli.r.
For sale by all wholesale and retail grocers.
(401171jAII,
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Nir cart- :
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0.11b.”.00/ Columbia Reaper, No. 8 Reap..--,
Colu:71.!..'s 1.;cned Cori li_list'Cittle A Dintler, All-S!evl ledders,
Dolun,::.a Drain ilarvcater and Dine.zr, 1!!!-5isel Soil Dump Rebell,
Dolumb:a Movers. (1 a 2- fu.rse). Ali-Z.:eel nand Dump Rakes,
Co!umS:a flexiblz. 4 11.-versiblo Diam HAPPOserf-, Rival Disc Narrows,
Adjustable Pop' Toot,, Harrow. ti:fikif .Vprktg-looth harrows,
Spring-Toot', Harrows, Combination ffar:,-wes, Look
HOP.. Hoe Cultivators, to. Es., ,-y ..-1. ,, , 1,- J,0:!, truer+, tirra
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The Out here shown Is Olaf of our
OSBORNE DCLUMBIA RLIPER,
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VISITED WIDIFF.EN ASYLUM.
A Special Commat• • From Nashville
Comes to Itopkinsville.
The special connuittee, fsonposed of
Judge Ferrets, Justice M. N. Brown, C
A. Sharenberg• r, John M. Ozanne sum
T. J. Moron, appoiuted by the Courtts
Court to investigate and adopt a cheap
er plan for heating, lighting and sup-
plying the county asylum with water,
visited yesterday the Western Ken-
tucky Hospital, at Ilopkinsvide, anti
made a thorouge investigation of that
institution.
Mr. Brown, (if the committee, said to-
day that there were Milli IIPti ill tit. Km •
tuuky llospirsIO:i0 patients. es iltalo.t
350 III the iii.tit 'ohm,
Sill the emil us' il for
Ph I ptittiflug *stet for the K.,iititelty
Asy loth cost 'TORN) 5 )•Pilf:
4111110 Yofflos sqls1 lliu
IY Ay)huimse 141141 14111 MOO ropeltsruy Moro
sIeerlwiiuiti wita something like 014,000
yew'.
'The pumping station of the Kent net y
troy lum is a mile and a half and the re-
ser vmrs a nil Ii, from the building.
Mr. Brown said the Kentueky iirsy lute
had recently sdopted the Webeiter sys-
tem and was now arranging to put thi-
in, beettuse the authoritiett believed the
cost could he reduced by this system. -
Nashville Banner.
Lightning Hot Drops-
What a Funny Name!
Very True, but It Kills All Pain'
Sold Everywhere, Every Day-
Without Relief. There Is No Pay I
FOR SALE BY R. 0. LL:RDWICE
Fiist War Moves.
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:Washineten, April 21 -From this (t are
forward star r paratems e ill go for-
ward with renewed antivity, and both
the army and the niter will Ire put in
(eition for entire operations. There
seems to be little doubt that the first
move will be to blockade one or more of
the Cultist] ports and as soon as an 'army
of occupation can be transported to
tit' in a demand will be made for an at:-
conditional surren.ler, and in the evvent
of a la lusal the work ef is during them
by benibaetnient ad! be Segni) immedi-
asely. It is not thought that the Raeetti-
bliiig et the naval forces will be dt•layed
even fur is day and it is lout litIlikPly
hunt 111OVI.111011in uul loth atm*
lie tee seri whit... ordered w it hitt OP
IWO ft.* 11111as
0,110441S 1-11 1 N14 liii INF-N*14:410K
lapel tat, lit %kW ii1I41
N fission, April al: —Dim Carlos, pro.
tender to the Oltenia)* throne, Nevem-
rallied by him private 'wen tary, Count
M'-gar, left Vedire last evening.
IRK destinationis mimi k now n and specu-
lation rife 89 to 111S illtelltiOttti.
Ile is reverted to have gone to Lu-
cerne, be ii u-'rlctui'l.
Notice.
!it U. (J. V. A. are hereby notified to 0)
e present t t a meeting which is called
ter Sittorday, April 23rd, at 10 o'cloek
War With Spain
Has not been itnnoun ed, but we beg to officially
.rtiflounce that we wa t your trade. Our prices
cheap on SASH °ORS, BLINDS, FLOOR-
I (';, CEILING, LA HE, SHINGLES, and all
,i1)(1s of PAINTS an4 OlLS, DRESSED LUM-
i14,1?.
Juagg Rich
Hopkinsvi4e,
•rds,
Ky.
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BEAUTY.
Is most strikingly REF ECTED in the new SPRING NOVEL-
41.-1 TIES now on SALE. The ne lines of All Wool Dress Fabrics, the
Beautiful Novelties in Wash oods, with their Low Price Features
present Inducements that de-Awake Purchasers Appreciate
take advantage of.
Men's N
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• . It will pay you to try sinew plan of clothing yourself now. See
our Ready-to-Wear Suits. lihey are made by the Best Tailors, from
Best Cloths. They are swell.' They fit.
Shoes! Sho
We have the Best on E
drens.
A New Creation in
Stripes and Rob Roy Plaids,
e• • •
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w Spring Suits.
Shoes! Shoes!
rth in Ladies, ?lens, Misses and ..1111-
n's Neckwear, Military and Roman
in Head Checks.
NI ETZ,
Don't Forget the Place. Next to Hardwick's Drug Store
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Men's New Spring Suits
0) in all the latest styles. Our
leader for the week, choice
v& of a lot of Men's Spring
Suits for only
$2.Q5.
Ouarntiteed to he worth
double the money.
New Neckwear, Shoes and
Hats received daily. Every
• department is full and com-
plete.
We
ant
to
Show
You!
Boys' Knee Pants
15 cts.
The best assortment of
Men's and Boys' Clothing,
Furnishings, hats, shoes, 3
In the city. Our prices aro
lower than you an find
elaywhere.
--
Boys' Spring Suits, VS
Everything in Boys' and S
Childrens Clothing, and we
guarantee the best of value'.
Members; Ned Wile eather Camp No. o T he New York Store
F. Li "MAN, Prc,44;
a. iii., at the office of Hunter Wood & k A 209 South lain Street. Mason Elo.k.
Son. Importiaituitutbe 
a
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OUR LYSTEND:GidIOD.
,IDR. TALMAGE TELLS US HOW GOO
HEARS PRAYERS.
Theo Homesa.r lb. Sacred Vestibulp of
the Pelee., of the Soul - God la Our-
=drew H. That Planted the Ear, Shall
Ille Not Illisset
teopyrtgbt. INK by American Press Also-
c=tion. )
Wesnormon, April 17.—In this die-
nooreet Dr. Talmage sets forth the
;goodness and wisdom of God in the con-
;erection of the human ear and extols
anemic and encourages prayer; text,
'realms xciv, 9, "He that planted the ear,
shall be not hear?"
Architecture is one of the most fasci-
nating arts, and the study of Egyptian,
Grecian. Etruscan, Roman, Byanntine,
Mocrien, Renaissance styles of building
bad been to many a man a sublime life
work. Lincoln and York cathedruls,
Paul's and St. Peter's and arch of Ti-
tus and Theban temple and Alhambra
and Parthenon are the monuments to
the genius of those who built them.
But more wonderful than any arch they
ever lifted, or any transept window
they ever illumined, or any Corinthian
column they ever crowned, or any Goth-
ic cloister they ever elaborated, is the
human ear.
Among the most skillful and assidu-
ous physiologists of our time have been
those who have given their time to the
examination of the ear and the study of
It. arches, its walla, its doors, its ca-
nals, its aqueducts., its galleries, its in-
tricacies. its convolutions, its divine
machinery, and yet it will take another
theusand years before the world comes
to thy adequate appreciation of what
God did when he planned and executed
the infinite and overmastering architec-
ture if the human ear. The most of it is
Invisible, and the microscope breaks
down in the attempt at exploration.
The cartilage which we call the ear is
only the storm door of the great temple
clear down out of sight, next door to
the immortal soul.
Such scientists as Helmholtz and
'Conte and De Blainville and Rank and
Buck have attempted to walk the Ap-
pian way of the human ear, but the
mysterious pathway has never been ful-
ly trodden but by two feet—the foot of
(Dowd and the foot of God. Three ears
on each side the head—the external-ear,
the middle ear, the internal ear—but all
monocled by most wonderful teleg-
raphy.
Wessels= of the liar.
The external ear, in all ages adorned
by preemies stones or precious metals.
The temple of Jerusalem partly built by
the contribution of earrings. and Homer,
In the "Iliad," speaks of Hera, "the
three oright drops, her glittering gems
suspended from the ear." and many of
the adornments of modern times were
only copies of her ear jewels found in
'Poropeiian museum and Etruscan vase
But, while the outer ear may be adorn-
ed by human art, the middle and the in-
ternal ear are adorned and garnished
rely by the hand of the Lord Almighty.
The mole of a key of yonder organ sets
the air vibrating, and the external ear
catches the undulating sound and passes
it on through the bonelets of the middle
ear to the internal ear, and the 3,000
litters of the human brain take up the
vibration and roll the sound on into the
*out. The hidden machinery of the ear,
by physiologists called by the names of
things familiar to us, like the hammer,
something to (strike; like the anvil,
something to be smitten; like the stirrup
of the saddle with which we mount the
steed , like the drum, beaten in the
numb; like the harpstrings, to be swept
with music; coiled like a "mail shell,'
by which one of the Innermost passages
of the ear is actually called; like a stair-
way, the sound to ascend; like a bent
tube of • heating apparatus, taking that
which enters round and round; like a
labyrinth with wonderful passages, into
which the thought enters only to be lost
In bewilderment; a muscle contracting
when the noise is too loud, just as the
pupil of the eye contracts when the light
Is too glaring. The external ear is de-
fended by wax which with its bitter-
ness discourages insectile inversion. The
Internal ear imbedded in by what is far
the bardeet bone of the human system,
a very rock of strength and defiance.
The ear so strange a contrivance that
by the estimate of one scientist it can
catch the sound of 73,700 vibrations in
a second, the outer ear taking in all
kinds of sound, whether the crash of an
avalanche or the hum of a bee. The
sound passing to the inner door of the
outside ear halts until another mechan-
lan, divine mecloaniam, passes it on by
the boneleta of the middle ear, and, com-
ing to the inner door of that second ear,
the sound has no power to come farther
until another divine mechanism passes
it on through into the inner ear, and
then the sound comes to the rail track
of the brain brenehlet and rolls on anti
on until it comes to sensation, and there
the curtain drops, and a hundred gates
Imbue and the voice of God seems to say
to all human inspection, "Thus far and
no farther."
Vestibule of the Soot
1 In this vestibule of the palace of the
toted how many kings of thought, of
medicine, of physiology, have done pen-
awe of lifelong study and got no far-
ther than the vestibule? Mysterious
home of reverberation and echo. Grand
Central depot of sound. Headquarters
So which there come quick dispatches,
mart the way by cartilage., part the
way by air, part the way by bone, part
the way by nerve, the slowest dispatch
jelunging into the ear at the speed of
11,000 feet • second. Small instrument
ce music on which is played all the
music you ever beard, from the gran-
(icon of an August thunderstorm to the
softest breathing. of a flute. Small in-
strument of music, only a quarter of an
!inch of surface and the thinness of one
4w0-hundred-and-fiftieth part of an
inch, and that thinness divided into
three layere In that ear musical staff,
lines, spaces, bar and rein. A bridge
leading from the outside natural world
to the inside spiritual world, we seeing
the abutment at this end the bridge,
but the fog of an uplifted mystery hid-
ing the abutment on the other end
the bridge. Whispering gallery of the
aoul. The human voice is God', eulogy
the ear. That voice capable of produc-
ing 17,592, lo6,044,415 sounds, and all
that variety made not for the regale-
ment 'of beast or bird, but for the Ian-
man Oar.
About 15 years ago, in Venice, lay
down in death one whom many consid-
ered the greatest musical composer of
Sac century. Struggling on up from 6
years of age, when he was left father-
less. Wagner roma thronceh the ...hie...".
CM sal WbricI and oftermes all nations
seemingly against him until he gained
the favor of a king and won the enthusi-
asm of the opera houses of Europe and
America. Struggling all the way on to
70 years of age to conquer the world's
earl In that dame attempt to master the
human ear and gain supremacy over
this gate 9A the immortal soul great
battles 
we 
fought by Mozart, Gluck
and Weber and by Beethoven and Mey-
erbeer, by Rossini and by all the roll of
German and Italian and French com-
posers, some of them in the bide leav-
ing their blood on the keynotes and the
musical scores. Great battle fought for
the ear—fought with baton, with organ
pipe, with trumpet, with comet-a-pis-
ton, with all ivory and brazen and sil-
ver and golden weapons of the orchestra;
royal theater and cathedral and acad-
emy of music the fortresses for the con-
test for the ear. England and Egypt
fought for the supremacy of the Sues
canal, and the Spartans and the Persians
fought for the defile at Thermopylte,
but the musicians of all ages have
fought for the memory of the auditory
canal and the defile of the immortal
soul and the Thermopylfe of struggling
cadence&
Ceusgseet of lb Mu.
For the oonquest of the ear Haydn
struggled on op from the garret, where
he had neither fire nor food, on and on
until under the too great nervous strain
of hearing his own oratorio of the
"Creation" performed he was carried
oat to die, but leaving 6111 his legacy to
she world 118 symphonies, 163 pieces
for the baritone. 15 mamma 5 sratorios,
42 German and Italian songs, 3U canons,
185 English and Scotch songs, with ac-
companiment., sad 1,536 pewee of libren
0. All that to capture the gate of the
body that swings in from the tympanum
to the "snail shell" 1 ing on the beach
of the 'Sean ,A1 soul,
struggl
ace bad ietti.o the time when he lift
to all nations his unparalleled orator es
of "Esther," "Deborah," "Satupsom "
"Jeaphthab," "Judas Maccabama," "[s-
mell In Egypt" and the "alesseiah" telt,
.5)01 of the great German composer still
weeping in the dead march of our great
utdiequies and triumphing in the rip•
tun. of every Easter morn.
to conquer the ear and take this g te
of the immortal soul Schubert conmo d
hid great "Serenade," writing 4ho
Mayes of the music on the bill of f re
in a restaurant, and went on until he
co Id leave as a legacy to the w Id
ovkir 1,000 magnificent compositiou in
ru Mo. To conquer the ear and take qua
gate of the soul's castle Mozart ttr g-
kited on through poverty until he cakne
to a pauper's grave, and one chitty,
wet afternoon the body of Lim viho
gave to the world the "Requiem" 4nd
the "Ct Minor Symphony" was cruu de-
ed in on the top of two other painters
into a grave which to this day is eye
taph less.
For the ear everything melliflurins,
from the birth hour when our earth Was
wrapped in swaddling, clothed of 413
and serenaded by other worlds, Muni
the time wheu Jubal thrummed the first
herp and pressed a key of the first or-
gan down to the music of this Sab th
day. Yea, for the ear the coming o en
tures of heaven, for whatever o
part of the body may be left in the
the ear, we know, is to come to oe es-
nal life; otherwise Why the "hailers
harping with their harps?" For the dar,
cured of lark, and whistle of quail, and
chirp of cricket, and (lard) of cascade,
aid roar of tides oceanic, and doxollogy
of worshipful assembly and minstrelsy,
cherubic, seraphic and archangelic. !For
the ear all Pandean pipes, all flutes, all
clarinets, all hautboys, all bassoons, all
bells and all organs—Luzerne and Wien
minster abbey, and Freiburg, and 41..tc-
lin, and all the organ pipes set across
etristendom, the great Giant's Catuie-
way for the monarchs of music to
over. For the ear, all chimes, all t k-
.,
tags of chronometers, all anthems, all
dirges, all glees, all choruses, all 1411a-
bies, all orchestration. Oh, the ear, the
God honored ear, grooved with ditipe
sculpture and poised with divine grace.
fitness; and upholstered with curtains
of divine embroidery, and oorridored by
divine carpentry, and pillared with di-
vine architecture, and chiseled in bone
of divine masonry, and conquered by
processions of divine marshaling! 'he
ear! A perpetual point of interrogation,
asking, How? A perpetual poinj of
apostrophe appealing to God. Nonellnit
God could plan it. None but God ceuld
build it. None but God could worh it.
one but God could keep it. Noneibut
qod could understand it. None but feed
ld explain it. Oh, the wonder, of
human ear! 1
i
A Sacred Thing- '
How surpassing leered the human Sar!
Ton had better be careful how yud let
the sound of blasphemy or uncleaubess
step into that holy of holies. The klible
says that in the ancient temple the
priest was set apart by the putties of
the blood of a ram on the tip of Owner,
e right ear of the priest. But,; my
tends, we need all of us to have( the
cred touch of ordination on the bang-
g lobe of both ears and on the aribes
of the ears, on the eustachian tutie of
the ear, on the mastoid cells of the ear,
on the tympanic cavity of the ear and on
everything from the outside rim of , the
outside ear clear in to the point wilere
sound steps off the auditory nervesnd
rolls on down into the unfathonabble
depths of the immortal soul. The Bible
speaks of "dull ears" and of "uacir-
eurncised ears" and of "itching tilers"
and of "rebellions ears" and of "open
ears" and of those who have all thie or'
N' of hearing and yet who seem to be
deaf, for it cries to them, "He that bath
ears to hear, let him hear." i
To drew ladm much Christ thought of
the human ear, he one day wet a Men
who was deaf, came up to him and put
a finger of the right hand into the otifioe
of the left ear of the patient and Put a
linger of the left hand into the orifiee of
the right ear of the patient and agitated
the tympanum and startled the bonelets
and, with a voice that rang clear threugh
into the shan's soul, cried, "Eplipba-
this 1" and the polypoid growths -
way, and the inflamed auricle ce, i
off, and that man who had not he rd a
sound for many years that nigbt heard
the wash of the Waves of Galilee agoinst
the limestone shelving. To show how
tench Christ thought of the buinart ear,
when the apostle Peter got mad and
with one slash of his sword dropped the
ear of Malthus into the dust Christ cre-
sted a new external ear for ?dateline cor-
responding with the middle ear and the
Internal ear that no sword couldiclin
away.
And to show what God thinks oit the
ear we are informed of the fact thot in
the millennial June which shall roeeate
all the earth, the ears of the deaf will
be unstopped, all the vascular gromtlue
gone—all deformation of the listening
organ cured, corrected, changed, livery
being on earth will have a bearing ap-
paratus as perfect as God knows haw to
make it, and all the ears will Le teady
for that great symphony in which all
the musical instruments of the earth
shall play the accompaniment. eatious
of earth and empires of heaven min-
gling their voices together with( the
deep bass of the sea, and the alto oF the
woods, and the tenor of wiurls, and
the baritone of the thunder. "Hallelu-
iah!" surging up meeting the "Hallelu-
iah !" descending.
God la Ourselves. 
.
Oh, yes, my friends, we have :been
looking for God too far away insteiid of
looking for him clam by and in oni, own
organism. We go up into the °henrys-
tots and look through the telescope and
see God in Jupiter, and God in Saturn,
and God in Mars, but we could see More
of him through the microscope Of an
tsarist. No king is satisfied with ',only
one residence, and in France It has been
Bt. Cloud and Versailles and theiTui•
leries, and in Great Britain it has;been
Windsor and Belmoral and Osborne. A
ler does not always prefer the larger.
be King of earth and heaven may!bave
'arger castlee and greater palaces, but I
do not think there is any one more Ictiri-
ously wrought than the human ear.
The heaven of heavens cannot oolitain
him, and yet he says be finds rodm to
dwell in a contrite heart, and I think in
a Christian ear. 
;
We have been looking for God 41 the
Infinite; let us look for him in the infl-
itesimal. God walking the corridor of
the ear, God sitting in the gallery cif the
humeri ear, God speaking along tha au-
ditory nerve of the ear, God dwallling
In the ear to hear that which dames
Prom the outside, and so near the brain
ind the soul he eau bear all that ran
spires there. The Lord of hosts encamp-
ing under the curtains of meintratie.
Palace of the Almighty in the bateau
par. The rider on the white horse of
the Apocalypse thrusting his fool into
the loop of bone which the physiologist
has been pleated to call the stirdup of
the ear.
Are you ready now for the quelstiou
of my text? Have you the euduradce to
bear Its overwhelming suggestiveness?
Will you take hold of some pillag and
balance yourself under the sennominipo-
tent stroke? "Ho that planted th• ear,
shall he uot hear?" Shall the God who
gives us the apparatus with whigh we
bear the sounds of the world bijuself
not be able to catch up song and groan
and blasphemy and worship? Does he
give us a faculty which he basnotniim-
self? Dre. Wild and Gruber and toyn-
bee invented the aconmeter and 'other
iustrurnents by which to measurit and
examine the eer, and do these iestru-
ments know more than the doctor4 who
made them? "He that planted the ear,
shall he not hear?" Jupiter of (;recle
was always represented in inatuart and
painting as without ears, suggesting the
idea that be did not want to be txttber-
ed with the affairs of the world. But
our God has ears. "His ears are (lieu to
their cry." The Bible iutimatee that
two workmen on Saturday night do not
get their wages. Their complairlt in-
stantly strikes the ear of God, "Tile cry
of those that reaped hath entertid the
ears ef the Lord bf Sabuoth." Did God
hear that poor girl last night ac she
threw herself on the prison bunk in the
city dungeon and cried in the midnight,
"God have mercy?" Do you featly
think God could hear her? Yee, jiist as
easily aa when 15 years ago she woo sick
with scarlet fever and her mother heard
her when at midnight she asked', for a
drink of water. "He that planted the
ear, shall besot bear?" .
aid Hearts Prayers. 1
isen a 
soul Prays; God does icst sit
ight until the prayer travels im-
1 alitolis to his ear. T)as Bi-
'• clear over To! more
east b .1 pi e ...•
/• *- ''''',.;-• 445.i-7,77....•. --
crawu Ulm ear. f.s un.tc 1.1.1.41.1 oue p1.1Cti
the psalmist said he inclined his ear, by
which I come to believe that God puts
his ear so chesely down to your lips that
he can leer your faiutest whisper. It is
not God away off up yonder. It is cent
away (hovel hero, e up, so close up
t t when yen r. • him it is not
nee whisper time . Ah, yes, be
hears th ptive's sigh and the plash a
the or; Emu's tear and the dying sylla-
bles el the shipwrecked sailor driven on
the skerritis and the infant's "New I
lay nee down to sleep" as distinctly as
he bears tiet fortissimo brazen bands
In the Da-eddied festival, 0. easily as
he leore the melee if artillery when the
13 squares of Engleeh tr wee open all
their batteries at once at Witterloo. lie
that plauttel the ear can hoar.
Just us sometimes an entrancit•g
strain of music will linger in year ears
for days after ye 1 have heard it, and
just as a sharp cry of lain I Met' heard
while passing through Bellevue hospi-
tal clam; to my ear for weeks, and just
as a horrid blaspheiny in the street
sometime; heuuts one's ears for days,
so lied not ouly bears, but holds the
songs. the prayerte the groans, the wor-
ship, the elasplemy. How we have all
wondered at the phonograph, which
bolds not only the words you utter, but
the very tones of your voice, so that
100 years from now, that instrument
turned, the very words you now utter
and the very tone of your voice will be
reproduced. Amazing phonograph! But
more wonderful is God's power to hold,
to retain. Ah, what delightful encour•
&gement for our prayers! iV hat an aw-
ful fright for our hard speech".? What
assurance of e-arm lnrteb sympathy
for all oar griefs! "lie that planted the
oar, shall be Pot bear?"
Better take that organ nway from all
sin. Better put it under the best sound
Better take it nwey from ell gossip,
from all slander, from all hint:pude
from all had iullneinee of evil associa
tion. Getter put it to school, to church.
nate
miner tee bit:seed tenni of s•Z hristhat
hymnology. Letter consecrate it to,
time and eternity to him who planter.
the ear. Rousseau, the infidel, teL
asleep amid hie skeptical neatiuseripo
lying all around the room, and in his
dream he entered heaven and heard tie
long of the worshipers, and it was so
sweet be asked an angel what it meant.
The angel said, "This is the paradise
of God, and the song you hear is the an-
them of the rodeeined." tinder another
roll of the celestial muse) Roussean
wakened and got up in the midnight,
and as well UR be could wrote down the
strains of the music that he had heard
in the wonderful tune called "The
Songs of the Redeemed." God grant
that it niay not be to you and to we an
ntidel dre am, but a glorious reality.
Whtu we Come to the night of death
and we lie down to our last sleep, may
our ears really be wakened by the oaq-
tidies of the heavenly temple and the
songs and the anthems and the carols
and tbe, doNclogies that shall climb the
musical ladder of that heavenly gamut.
There is too little
preaching of the
gospel of health. It
I. the last thing that
anyone thinks of
teaching, either to a
man - child or woman-
child. It is one of the
most important branch-
es of aa education.
Without health, a man
will be a business, and a
woman a social failure.
When the body of either
a man or a woman is prop-
erly nourished, the result
is the enjoyment of good
health. Almost all ill-health
is due to improper or in-
sufficient nourishment If
the stomach is right and the
liver is right, the blood will
receive its normal supply of the life-giving
elements of the food and the body will he
properly nourished. Dr. Pierce's Golden
Medical Discovery acts lirectly upon the
stomach and liver. It parifies and enriches
the blood. It is the great blood-maker,
flesh-builder, nerve t the and restorative.
It promotes the riattral activity of the en-
tire nutritive organism. It puts an end
to the slow starvation that is at the base of
many diseases. It does not make flabby
fat like cod liver oil, but firm, muscular
tissues. It does not make corpulent peo-
ple more corpulent but builds up the sys-
t • • "1 • normal standard.
. • , iwiti nervous prostration and
fc.uule .4 and kidney trouble," writes
Mrs. Maranda Ramsey. of Smartt, Warren CO.,
Tenn. "My bowels were constipated. My
whole system was wrecked. My friends thought
I would die. I had read of Dr. PI, -ee's medi-
cines and sent for the • Golden fth-dical Dicov-
ery." Favorite Prescription' and ' Pleasant Pel-
lets.' In one week's time I began to sit up. In
two weeks I could sit up all day, after being so
bad that I had to be helped in and out of bed. I
have taken four bottles of' Golden Medical Dis-
covery' and two of' Favorite prescription' and
am in better health than I have been for years."
Constipation is the father of all manner
of maladies. If it did not exist, or was in
all cases promptly relieved, the majority of
medical books could be safely destroyed.
It is the easiest sickness to neglect and the
simplest to cure. Dr. Pierce's Pleasant
Pellets cure constipation every time. They
cure it promptly, completely and perma-
nently. They never gripe They don't get
you out 'o nights. One " Pellet " is •
gentle laxative, and two a mild cathartic.
Druggists keep nothing else "just ma good."
ALL. WOMEN
Should know that the
"Old Time" Remedy,
Is thn te.,r fir nraiadt Trestle. Corrects all
Irr•rrir araie, I ir_ra es
f..r Ciente of Lots read ltehire
Platers "is Time" Reagan have stood the
test for twenty years
Mad • only by Nee neer MedItIne Cu., Chat
tei,ou,iet, rune-ore.
• enematimime
R. 0. HARDWICK.
TIME TABLE.
Effected Sunday, April 3rd, 1b9b.
LI•VIrti 00PKI5HVILLR.
No. ;to. Ac. No. ites, No. V!, Ac
daily, daily. daily.
6:511 R. m. 2:401 p. re. a:',1 p. m
At. Princt n ai:oe a. In. 11:11f, p. to. 7:15 p. in
" Hend'iion 7:15 p, m.
" 5;01 p,
LOC 'ILLS Men p.m.
" Paducah 11 :no a. m. 5:40 p m
" Memphis p. in. 7:15 a. tn.
" Nt e/. Or. 5:11 a. mm,. 7:46 p. En'
•RRI RH AT HOPIC I !SHY 1.1.I.R.
No. 356, Ac, No, Sol, No. 011, Ac
daily, daily. daily,
IA,. Evan The 5:15 a.m.
" Hencl'aon SAM a.
" Prit_cron 7:15 a. m p. m. M1:00 p. m
At. Hop's111 10:20 a. ui. 1 :51/ pin. 7:5' p. m
E. M. SHERwOOD, AGT
Hopkinsville, Ky
W. A. K.KLLOND, A. G. P. A.,
Louinille, Ky.,
Effective Dec. 5, '97.
PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM
and besat.d.ei the hats.
a Ititututnt (teeth
a Imam Pail, to Rectors Gray
Hair to it. Youthful Color.
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ANTI =CRAVE
Cures Drunkenness
Does it at your own honte. Kills all craving for
w., and drug stimulant*. Send for booklet.
list bottle milt by mail, l'rice time and 10 c.enta La
stamps f. .r TAO I
CLORE REMEDY CO.,
177.179 8,0ao.ay. New York, N.Y.
er
St
R L. BRADLEY
Veterinary Surgeon.
Oraduate of Veterinary college Toronto,
Canada. Treats all diereses of the domesti-
ratted animals. All calls pr ptly attended
to. Teley! ''ci No.. 11th at.. near I.. avlf.
i'opkins% 1: le, I.y.
After Money.
SPECIAL To New IRA
Wsashiugton, April b --a p.m.—Spain
is making a great effort to secure the
loan of $M,009,000 in London.
Almost Ready To
Start a Revolu[ion.
---
'SPECI sl, TO NEW ERA]
New York, April IS.—According to a
London cablegram n ceivcd at noon it is
believed by high (Oneida in a position to
knee. that the °artists have meta near-
ly all arrangements for a revolution.
The Queen Regent will be overthrown
end Don Carless, the Pretender, w ill be
placed on the throne.
Killed His Neighbor.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ER.1
Danville, Ky., April 18.— Thomas
Ramsey, a farmer, shot and killed ha
neighbor, Albert Kiser, in the court-
house yard in this city, at noon to-day.
The men had engaged in a quarrel.
Bitter words brought on blows. Ram-
sey whipped out a pistol and shot Kiser.
WERE THROWN OUT AND HURT.
E. Tanner and Two Children Injured a
Runaway.
Sunday afternoon a horse bitch d
to a surrey in which h Tanner and two
children were sitting ran tif.
The occupants were thrown out and
struck the gronnd with such force that
all were painfully bruised. Oue of the
children was badly hurt. As the horse
turned the corner at West & Lee's car•
doge factory, the vehicle caught against
the side of the building. Two wheels
and the shafts were broken.
MANY THINK!
when the Creator said to woman,
"In sorrow shalt thou bring forth
children," that a ccrse was pro-
nounced against the human race,
but the joy felt by every Mother
when she first presses to her heart
her babe, proves the contrary.
Danger and suffering lurk in
the pathway of the Expectant
Mother, and should be avoided,
that she may reach the hour when
the hope of her heart is to be real-
ized, in full vigor and strength.
MOTHER'S FRIEND
so relaxes the
system and as-
sists Nature,
that the nec-
essary change
takes place
without Nau-
sea, Headache,
Nervous or
Gloomy Fore-
boding of dan-
g e r,and the
trying hour is robbed of its pain
and suffering, as so many happy
mothers have experienced.
Nothing but "Mother's Friend" does
this. Don't be deceived or
persuaded to use anything else.
"Mother's Friend" is the greatest remedy ever
put on the market, and all our easterners praise It
hlghly."-W. R. Knee &co., Whitewright, Tex.
dreggists at 1111.0n, or sent by mall on receipt
, price Write for book containing value-
,.le information for all Mothers, mailed free.
?be Rradleld Regulator Co. Atlanta Go.
A LOCAL
Disease,
A Climatic
Affection
Nothing but a local
remedy or c hange
climate will cure it.
liet a well-known
pharmaceutical
remedy.
ELY'S CREAM BALM
it Is quickly absorb-
ed. Gives Relief at
once. Opens and
cleanses the Nai-al
Passages 
Allays !nil 
lieals and pro-
tects the M ein COLO 14HEA
Restores the Senses of Taste end N
Cocaine, No Mercury, No Injurious drug-
tut size buc; Trial size 10c, at drugg•.sts or
by mall.
HiLoTli ERN,
56 Warren St., New York
CATARRH
Elbate.Into Your Rhine.
--
Allen's Foot-Ease, a powder for the
feet It cures painful, swollhn, smart-
ing feet and instantly takes the sting
out of sorns and bunions. It's the
greatest comfort discovery of the age.
Allen's Foot-Ease makes tight-fitting cr
new shoes feel easy. It is a certain cure
for sweating, callous and hot, tired,
aching feet. Try it to-day. Sold by all
druggists and shoe stores. By mail for
25 cte, in stamps. Trial package FREE'
Allen S. Almsted, LeRoy, N. Y.
•
The "elephant beetle" of Vent zuela
is the largest insect in the world. A
full grown one weighs .about half a
pound.
seiccxes—woRrn KNOWING.
40 years success in the South, proves
Hughes' Tonic a great remedy for Chills
and all Malarial fevers. Better than
Quinine. Guaranteed, try it. At drug-
gists. 50c and $1 00 bottles.
Reputation—A bubble that is very
easily punctured.
After years of untold suffering from
piles, R. W. Parnell of Knitnersville,
Pa , was cured by using a single box of
DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve. Skin dis-
ease such as eczema, rash, pimples and
obstinate sores are readily cured by this
famous remedy. R. C. Hardwick.
Hope—A sort of nerve tonic for the
ambitions.
Just try a 10c box of Casearete, the
finest liver and bowel regulator ever
made.
Divorce—A legal pass key used in
opening wedlocke.
40.41..11131TC:07EA.X.sib..
The fee-
ball'
stasis=
I'
THE DREADED
CONSUMPTION.
T. A. telocum, N. C., the Or, at Chemist and
Scientist, will Send Free, to the Afflic-
ted, Three Bottles of His Newly
Liscevered Remedies to
ContutuptIon and All
Luug Troubles.
Nothing could be fairer, more philan-
thropic or carry more joy to the afflic-
ted, than the offer of T. A. Slocum, M.
C., of P33 Pearl street, New York City.
Confident that he has discovered an
absolute cure for consumptiyn and all
pulmonary complaints, and to make its
great merits known, he will send, free,
three bottles of mediciue, to any reader
of the NEW ERA who is suffering from
chest, bronchial, throat and lung trou-
bles or consumption.
Already thernew scientific course of
medicine" has permanently cured thou-
sands of apparentlyhopeless cases.
The Doctor considers it his religions
duty—a duty which he owes to human-
ity—to donate his infallible cure.
Offered freely, is enough to commend
it, and more so is the perfect confidence
of the great chemist making the proto-
sition.
He has proved the dreaded consump-
tion to be a curable disease beyond any
doubt.
There will be no mistake in sending
—the mistake will be in over!o 'king the
generous invitation. He has on file 111
his American and European laboratories
testimonials of expennee from those
cured, in all parts of the world.
Don't delay until it is too lett. Ad-
dreas T. A. Slocum, M 0,03 Pine St.,
New York, and v, his a w riling the Doc-
tor, please give express, and post-office
address and ireetien reedier this Artie,.
tla Nee L. -I;
AN OPEN LETTER
To MOTHERS.
WE ARE ASSERTING IN 111E Col:R1s OUR RIGHT TO THE
EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD "CASTORIA," AND
"PITCHER'S CASTORIA," AS OUR TRADE MARK.
I, DR, SAMUEL PITCHER, of Hyannis, Massachusetts,
was the originator of -PITCHER'S CASTORIA," the same
that has borne and does now on every
bear the fac-simile signature of 1.se(-#71".1 wrapper.
This is the original "PITCHER'S CASTORIA," which has been
used in the homes of the Mothers of America for over thirty
years. LOOK CAREFULLY at the wrapper and see that it is
the hind you have always bought on the
and has the signature of  wrap-
per. No one has authority from me to use my name ex-
cept The Centaur Company of which Chas. H. Fletcher 1.8
President.
March 8, 1897,
Do Not Be Deceived.
Do not endanger the life of your child by accepting
a cheap substitute which some druggist may offer you
(because he makes a few more pennies on it), the in-
gredients of which even he does not know.
"The Kind You Have Always Bought
BEARS THE FAC-SIMILE SIGNATURE OF
Insist on Having
The Kind That Never Failed You.
/Mg IMMIITVIIIT. 5v 1/1/1111141M Ng. nose Orry.
ff
A TEXAS WONDER.
Hall'oeGreat Discovery.
One sem': oottle of Hall's Great Dis-
covery cures all kidney and bladder
troubles, removes gravel, cures diabetes,
seminal emission, weak and lame back,
rheumatism and oh l irregularities of the
kidneys and bladder in both men and
women. Regulates bladder trouble in
children. If not sold by year druggist,
will be sent by mad on receipt of $1.
One small bottl" two month's treat-
ment, and will cure any ease above
mentioned. E. W. HALL,
Sole manufacturer, P. 0. Box 218,
Were°, Texas. Sold oy T. D. Arm-
istead, Hopkinsvilie, Ky.
READ THIS.
Clanton, Ala., March 3, 1897.--1 cer-
tify that I have been ured of kidney
and bladder troubles by Hall's Great
Discovery of Waco, Texas, and I can
fully recommed it.
Rev. L. B. Pouses.
All orders promptly filled. Send
Texas testimonials. end
--
A pebble ana a diamond are alike to
blind man.
Rheumationi Cured In a: D•y.
"Mystic Cure" for Rheumatism and
Neuralgia radically cures in 1 to 3 days.
(Si action upon the system is remarkable
and mysterous. It removes at once the
sense and the disease immediately dile
sppears. The first dose greatlo benefits;
75 'lents. Sold by R. 0. Hardwick Drug.
gist Hopkinarville.
A man can never thrive who has a
wasteful life.
Don't Tobsee• Spit and Smoke Your
Life Away.
If you want to quit tobacco using ess-
ay and forever, be made well, strong,
magnetic, full of new life and vigor,
:eke No-To-bac, the wonder-worker,
chat makes weak men strong. Many
rain ten pounds in ten days. Over 400,-
)00 cured. Buy No-To-Bac of your
druggist, under guarantee to care, 60o
ar $1.00. Booklet and sample mailed
free. Ad. Sterling Remedy Co., Chica-
go or New York.
A mouthful of meat may be a townful
of shame.
We are anxious to do a little good in
this world and can think of no pleaaan•
ter way to do it than by recommending
One Minute Cough Cure an a preventive
of pneumonia, consumption and other
serious lung troubles that follow neg.
lected colds. R. 0 Hardwick.
A money less man goes fast through
the market.
CASTORIA
For Infanta and Children.
111, he-
dans
apatite
"7wisps&
A man must plow with such oxen as
he bath.
41.
Whooping cough is the most distress-
ing malady; but its duration can be cut
short by the use of One idintae Cough
Cure, which is also the beat known rem-
edy for croup and all lung and bronch-
ial troubles. H. C. Hardwick,
49.
A man may provoke his own dog to
bite him.
Everybody Say So.
Oascareta Candy Cathartic, ths most
wonderful medical discovery of the age,
pleasant and refreshing to the taste, act
gently and positively on kidneys, liver
and bowels, cleansing theentinesystem,
lispel colds, cure headache, fever, hab-
itual constipation and biliousness.
Please buy and try a box of 0. 0. C. to-
day; 10, 25, 50 cents Sold and guaran-
teed to cure by all druggists.
A man's best fortune, or his worst, is
his wife.
If you are unable to met at night one
dose of Dr. Bell's Pine Tar Honey will
give you natural and refreshing sleep.
It stops a cough and cures a cold quick-
er than any known remedy. It heals
direst, cheat and lungs, cures la grippe
permaneutly ; does not stupefy—is
eeriness. Children love it and old peo-
ple like it. Take no substitute. There
is nothing "just as good."
Any new enterprise that starts up is
pronounced a fake by all others.
Don't'annoy others by your coughing,
and risk your life by neglecting a cold.
One Minute Omagh Cure curt* couelis,
reeds, croup, grippe and all throat and
lung troubles. R. C. Hardwick.
Man is made of dust—along comes the
watering wagon of fate—mud.
Who can fail to take advantage of this
offer. Send 10 cents to us for a genrrous
trial size or ask your druggist. Ask for
Ely's Cream Balm, the most positive
catarrh cure. Full size 50 cents.
ELY BROS.,56 Warren St.,N, Y.City
I sufferect from:catarrh of the worst
kind ever since a boy, and I never hoped
for cure, but Ely's Cream Balm seems
to do even that. Many acquaintances
have used it with excellent results.—
Oscar ()strum, 45 Warren Ave., Chica-
go, Ill.
A fellow earns the rasberries he eat.
by picking the seeds out of his teeth.
Tbo too-
nano
daimon
411.
C7.4L.NITC).17LX.411..
A woman is apt to judge anothet's
prosperity by the hat she wears.
Children and adults tortured by burns,
scalds, injuries. eczema or skin diseases
may secure instant relief by using De
Witt's Witch Hazel Salve. It is the great
Pile remedy. R. C. Hardwick.
POE BALK.
A nice farm containing 175 acres of
land lying 6 milesNorth of Hopkinsville.
Price moderate; terms cash, balanoe
in one and 2 years; same place on which
C. E. West now lives.
Iluvren Wax & Sox.
•
f.te. 20, 13.b.
N et for Everything.
But if you have weak kidneys, blad-
der trouble or distressing kidney corn
plaint, then Swamp-Root will prove Sc'
be just the remedy you need. Too fee-
quent desire to urinate, scanty supply,
pain or dull ache in the back is convinc-
ing evidence that your kidneys and
bladder need doctoring.
There is comfort in the knowledge so
often expressed, that Dr. Kilmer's
Swamp-Root, the greet kidney remedy
fulfills every wish in relieving pain it,
the back, kidneys, liver, bladder and
every part of the urinary passage. It
corrects inability to hold urine ane
scalding pain in passing it, or bad ef-
fects following use of liquor, wine 01
beer, and overcomes that unpleasant
necessity of being compelled to get to
many times during the night to urinate.
The mild and the extraordinary effect
of Swamp-Root is soon realized. It
stands the highest for its wonderful
cures of the most distressing cases If
you need a medicine you should have
the best. Sold by druggists, price fifty
cents and one dollar. You may have e
sample bottle and pamphlet both sent
free by mail, upon receipt of throe
two-cent stamps to coeer cost of postage
on the bottle. Mention NEW ERA
and send your address to Dr. Kilmer &
Co., Binghampton, N. Y. The-proprie-
tors guarantee the genuineness -of this
offer
Pretty girls may like onions, but they
always apologize for it.
When Dennis or costive, eat a Caeca
ret candy cathartic, care guaranteed
50o Mc
One man's calmness is frequently the
cause of another man's storm.
One dose of Dr. Bell's Pine Tar Honey
given to a child on retiring stops a
congb, relieves creep or cures a cold
and insures quiet rest and refreshing
sleep. It is harmless. Babies love it
All mothers who have used it recom
mend it.
• - - -
The woman who is always picking at
the men is never picked by them.,
SEE HOW IT SELLS IN SPRING-
FIELD.
SPRINOFIELD, Mo.
Messrs. Lippman Bros., Savauale Ga.
Gentlemen :—I was a little reluctant
about taking hold of P. P. P. when
your Mr. Pardons was here about a year
ago, from the fact that --- was the
leader in Bleed Remedies, but your ju-
dicious method of advertising has re-
versed the situation, and I now tell five
bottles of P. P. P to one of --. I
have just given Mr. Parsons another or
der for 15 dozen. Please give it your
prompt attention.
Bate, The Druggist.
Trne friendahip, like phosphorus
shows best at the darkest hour.
No Cure—No Pay.
That is the way all , druggists sell
Grove's Tasteless °hilt •I ..... Tee- ^eels
and malaria. It is simply iron and qui-
nine in a tasteless form. Children love
it Adults prefer it to bitter, nauseat-
ing tonics. Price b0c. tees d&w 6m
Grape-Shot—The man who gets load
ed on the juce of the grape.
What pleasure is there in life with a
headache, constipation and billioneness
Thousands experience them who could
become perfectly healthy by using De
Wittee Little Early Risers, the famous
little pills. R. C. Hardwick.
Air.—Principal ingredient used in the
manufacture of wind.
There are three little things which do
more work than any other three little
things created—they are the ant, the
bee, and DeWitt's Little Early Risers
the last being the famous little pills for
stomach and liver troubles R. (J Hire
wick.
Demise—The death of a person who
leaves a large estate.
CaseszeteStimulate liver, kidneys and
bowels. Never sicken, weaken or gripe.
10o.
A Good Small Farm for Sale.
We will sell on reasonable terma to
snit purchaser and at a very reasonable
price, a farm belonging Mrs. Eliza J.
t auras (formerly Fleming) routaining
156 acres, fairly well-improved, dwell-
ing house on it containing three rooms
audkitchen and other out houses; 100
acres cleared and in cultivation and 54
acres well timbered. This land lies 10
miles South of Hopkinsville, Ky., one
mile from Howell, Ky., a railroad sta-
tion on the Clarksville and Princeton
division of the Louisville & Nashville
Railroad, in an excellent neighborhood
school house on edge of place and con-
venient to churches and mills. delved
HINTIJA WOOD 4c SON,
July 16, 1897 Attorneys.
"I um /7 year. old, sod hare wet aneet an ef the
cough see Isag remedies thei here teen meld aeries
Itre , .04 for the benefit of tbe euffering 1 ell, etay
thatI ba•• outer, imed any reined equal tn itt Rau.•
Pus Tu.-Motu, It glue quirk and lerrnaneal re
Ilaf in grippe S. nen ., ether eceigh• e Iowa 1,1.
our boa. all tbe Mina and weal.1 not be Etbs•la..
ay a • kirreatn. 00 Beath SM tit., resume. Ky.
OR. BELL'S
Pine-Tar
Honey
IS sold by el ameree or pet ”-oe ;
of 60c. and ei per Ly
Tie 1 • 5-.11-0-,4 SAleker is., Pater s
WIPVV.111111111Vflerilla.
WILL KEEP HANDS OFF
England's and Cer many's
Friendly Attitude.
NOCAU3CIO3ANXIETY
Chief Coot • e of Powers Is to iNake Conflict
Exceedingly there
THE POPE ABANDONS HOPE FOR PEACE.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
New York, April 1S.—There is noth-
ing in the official attitude of Europe
which need cause anxiety to the Ameri-
can Government. Germany is unre-
servedly supporting England in the
friendly attitude toward the United
States. Although France and Austria
would like to help Spain...Mph action is
Impossible since Europe': as a whole,
will be glad to escape the complications
and dangers which a SpanielnAmerican
war must involve.
All the Powers now regard hostilities
as unavoidable and their chief concern
is to make the crisis as brief as possible.
To this end it may be safely predicted
that the unanimous European iefineuce
will bp exerted to induce Spain to regard
her honor satisfied and surrender Cuba
after the shortest resistence.
A Rome correspondent telegraphs
that after a week of incessant work
and anxiety the Pope has abandoned
peace. He had hoped that Spain would
give up Cuba without a fight, but the
Queen Regent sent him word that the
Madrid Government dare not do it.
—
Rioting Continues.
(SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
New York, April 19 —A cablegram
from Madrid announces that rioting
continues in the larger cities of Spain.
The war spirit is rife, and nearly all of
the Spaniards aro in a fighting humor.
HEALS
BREAKS
up
sew.
(AOC-Oise os OtAts
Reefs Ftot, COOL*
(Pa teOPISLIS Had*
A crissiOtA c. Yoe
via arc.
CUTS WIING-IIMUIRRIP
SCRATCHES 6/TES 011
ANIMAL* strewn*
RUGS. ITC.•
BAD COLDS-1-A-
GRIPPt-INFLUEM
ea-CROUP-WTI
MAO*/ - ETC.-
RELIEF POSITIVELY GUARANTEED
titbit MEIRCANE ca. 5.44114‘,1 tIll, 0.
• PRICE: 25- 50'
roe Alt AtfaN
FOR SALE BY R. O. HARDWICK
Announcements.
TOR CONGRESS.
We are authorized to announce
H. D. ALLEN.
of Union county, as a candidate for
Congress from the Second Congression-
al district, subject to the action of the
Democratic party.
Morphine
OPIUM, CHLORAL AND COCAINE HABITS
A radical, positive and permanent-cure
guaranteed in 5 days. Absolutely harmless.
1\14-, "tapering off" process — No 'ukeleles-
bac method. INF parlaesdare ettArees la
strictest ersallaeace
• 
R. A. GUNN, M.D.. •
41 Toot Street, Now York City,
ARE YOU'
BANK INI PT n healt!
constitution undermined by ex
travaganre in eating, by disre
garding the laws of nature. o.
.nhysical capital all gone, if so
NEVER DESPAIR
Tutt's Liv& Pills will cure yoi
For sick headache, dyspepsk
:cur stomach, malaria, torp;
iiver, constipation, biliz-lusne,.
!nci_ all kindred diseases.
t as.
•
No lb
• •
p.' yetitee
Grimy finger marks
seem to grow on the woodwork
bout the house. They come easily and
they stick, too—unless you get rid of them
../
a
•
OLEherWashint
Duat Powder
II makes all eltaaing east.
N.THH  H.. FAIKELANK COMPANY.
Chicat jai to ist. Louis Sea York.
n. Philadelphia
I-
It'
4
1,
104
25 4 50 4
AB3oLuTELy GunilTEEn to ewe say ewe. of ronstIpatios. (swanks are tar ideal lassve. Dever imp or wrier, bist ranee rear natural .orelti. Sans
and IhnOk IA tree. It STICKLING 11011EDT ehoarti. Il noires.. (as., or hr. tort. 11
40. .11.1•41.11.111.•• ••••••••••••••••••.........• 411.•••••
ANDY CATHAPTIC
•
ALL
DRUGGISTS
What is this Man Good For?
As He Is—NOTHING!
As He might be—MUCH!
He is a nervous wreck. His life is
a burden to himself, and his presence
a dread to his family and friends.
His irritability is ruining
his bueiness, and his con•
at antly in c re asine miseries,
real and imaginary, are
driving him into the
grave. This unhap-
py man is only one of
a million in America.
If there were no re-
lief for their cons
dition they might in-
deed pray for death.
But Nervousness and
Its morbid horrors
are vanishing before
the marvelous synth
of advanced science.
(Lippman's Great Remedy) overcomes at once the acute symptom. of
every form of Nervous Derangement, and soon makes the patient robust
and ambitious. F. P. P. is the best combination of green roots and
barks that was iver put together for the cure of Weakness, General
Debility and Nervousness. It is a good tonic and the best Blood Purifier
in the world. P.i P. P. is Nature's specific for Rheumatism, Dyspeptia,
Catarrh, Malaria and all forms of Blood Poison and Scrofula, whethee
In adults or children.
P. P. P. is sold by all druggists—Sr a bottle; six bottle- ee.
Lippman Etrothers, APROPRIETORS,UpPMN RUXAC. Savannah, Ga.
—GRANITE AND ITALIAN
MONUMENTS
MARKERS, HEADSTONES,
And all kinds of CEMETERY WORK. Latest designs, beat workmanship, and
satisfaction guaranteed in every particular. /Mr Your orders are solicited.
Robt. H. Brown,
Seven h & Virginia Sta., HopkInsville, Ky.
TOBACCO WAREHOUSE&
NAT GAITHER.
Calther & West,
--Tobacco--
Comitnission Merchants.
Flopkinsville, • - - - - Kentucky.
Librral Aduaiei UM, on Tobareo. Four baths' StoragoVree
W. G. WHIM
Wreler Mills & Co.,
Tobacco W rehousemen, Commission Merchants And
Grain Dealers.
FIRE PROCIF WAREHOUSE, Oor. Russellville and Railroad Stria&
IHopkinsville, Ky.
Liberal Advance 4n Consignment.. All Tobacco Sent us Covered by Inenranoe
T. C. HANBEBT
People's Warehouse.
anbery & Shryer, Prop'rs.
Railroad Street. Between Tenth 
m
v-r
and hie/tenth. OPKINSVILLE, KENTUCKY.
Syr-Cereful attention given to sampling and selling all toba000 consigned to
us. Liberal advaces on tobacco in store. All tobacco insured unless, otherwise
instructed.
SHIP YOB TOBACCO TO
Ragsdale, Cooper & Co.,
Tutt's Liver Pill:
 
 Mal.nan absolute cure.
\Nr
Eis,
•Ta CORN4°-
-2— PAINT
Removes all Corns, Bunions and Warts,
without pain, speedily and permanently
All Prilerldelia aril • eliolT's
kaleT INDUN Coa.el ratleT
-0 LIPPMAN BROS. Cs*.
ale.4 ITatiala oTti
a 8lOck, Sal°
Free Trial Treatment
TO EVERY
MAN.
This offer is made by the
Illinois State Sanitarium
provided application is made at once, in or-
der that its inventions, appliances and
never failing remedies may receive the wid •
est possible publieltyjand prove their own
merlin by actual use and permanent cures.
No money w hatever will be received by the
IllInois Stat, manitarium from anyone un-
der its treatment until beneficial results
are acknowledged. Its remedies and appli -
1,111Ct.n have been eeinlinetided by the news-
papers of Yin0 Continents and endorsed by.
tne greatest doctors in the world. Where
development is desired, they accompliali It
and never fail to invigorate, uphuild end
fortify.
They infuse new life and energy. They
permanently stop all losses which under-
mine the constitution end produce (Ripon-
dimes-. They re-tone, refresh and restore to
manhood. regardless of age. They cure evil
habits and permanently remove their ef-
fort,, as well as those .4 excesseri anti over-
taxed brain work, neurasthenia or nervous
exhaustion. No failure, no publicitY, ito
deception, no disappointment. WRITE
TO-DAY.
Illinois State Sanitarium,
d&wilmo EVANSTON, ILL.
ST. GERMAIN
FEMALE PILLS
The .., original and genbine French-Fe-
Tonle Regulator, of MUD,. St. Germaine,
Parts. I. nsu rpacsed as being safe. sure and
...liable in every case. Sold under positive
usiran tee or money refunded. Get the
irentrine. Price $1' I per box by mall. Sole
risen= for the United States and Canada.
/0 NO HARVAI.:i CO., 131 Washingten
t
see eeee..yet..‘••••
PROPRIETORS
trod Tohcco Wareliota
HOPKIN VILLE, -
JOHN B. CASTLE N. ARTHUR G. LANGRAIL
KENTUCKY.
BRECHINRIDGE CATTLEMAN
W. F. (SA KR ITT. 1 S. R. TRICE, Js
Walter F. 41arnett & Co.,
IdFinancial & nsurance Agts.
Representing the I ing Insurance Com-
panies + the World.
We issue Fire. I
and Life Insurance
the market.
Mills. Tobacco St
ling Houses a speci
Bonds and Rank
Real Estate l0oami
interest
ghtning. Wind Storm
The best to be had In
merles and Rehand-
Ity.
lock bought and sold.
solicited at 6 per cent.
eusisisely
Hun ter Wood. Hunter Wood, Jr.
HUNTER WOOD & SON,
Attorneys-At-Law,
Office in Hopper Bleak, up stain over
Planters Bank
HOPKINSVILLE. • - KENTr OK T
Dr. C. H. TANDY,
3M= INT 'T. S
Crown and bridge work a specialty.
Office over Richard and Oo's. mon
Maio St.
Teeth. Teeth.
Extracted
50 cents w
A FULL s
Teeth inse
plate. I
Old and Broil Down
Natural te h made as good
as new. Ciown and bridge
work a specialty. All
work guar nteed at
ithout pain for
h vitalized air.
OF TEETH $7.
edwithout
Baltimok Dental Pears,
Summprs Building,
1-14pkinsville, Ky
0 YEN CENTS for X
of sae weeniest ecru stet in
tat num, e'er publubbed,
tio , sheet gnome Aar ..inelLd
rot //cut roof P.o-frot ts of 0,r
?Ifni artrotere Elegantk.tjutir aioltIolt.crtralte, est
-'SYPkilLY S
7
AVE YOU
'cr. In Mouth, halr Ya.lingt titte ( 00
Rai RD Si CO., 007 Illbuwase Teo. ei.
I. AMU. ores sew mold Ila
lationio f°  ref  of es". CIARli 11) Ss.Ciall and Surgeon/
book fry*. 
 N. with Dr Aetiersou,
Kitchen & Waller,
Furniture and
Undertaking.
The Largest Stock at Lowest Pr eel
Give us a call.
The most complete line of UNDER-
TAKING in Western Kentucky, with
two experienced embalmers, Messrs.
Bailey Waller and W. N. Ducker.
Prompt attention both day and night
and satisfaction guaranteed.
Telephone 89. Resident's' 90 and 161.
MAIN ST. HOPK1NSVILLE, KY
Professional Gar
Br. ge0. N. [ampbell.
Physician and Surgeon.
Office Over Planters Bank.
H 0 PKINSVILLE , KENTUCKY.
eoeftesae-ale.
ER. W. M. FUQUA.
I 64 Luba.
ei.ece
